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Political statements
on the future of the CommunitY
The crisis provoked in January by the interruption 9f tle negotiations with the
United Kingdom was very keenly felt in the European Parliament, which at its
March sessi6n endeavoured 
- 
ai it had done in February 
- 
to devise ways and
means of resuming the work of building the Community. Members found food
for thought in th; background statement which M. Hallstein, speaking for the
Commission, made 
.on 27 March.
The concern of the Parliament and of the Commission was echoed in the Council,
which held a political debate on the Community at its symbolic hundreth meeting
on 1 and 2 April 1963. M. Eugene Schaus, President in_office of the Council,
summed up the very positive results of this discussion in a Press Conference. The
important itate*enis made by M. Hallstein and M. Schaus are given below.
Speech before the Parliament by M. Hallstein, President of the EEC
Commission 
,
In his introductory remarks the President of the Commission recalled the main
lines-of his verba[ statement of 5 February and said that the positions of those
directly and indirectly concerned in the negotiations could now be seen more
clearlyl the Commisiion could therefore be much' more explicit than at the
prerious session of the Parliament in describing the outlook before the Community'
t...1
" I shall begin with the Community's external relations, and I beg your indulgence
if whatever "I say should impinge on the debate on the excellent report submitted
by M. Blaisse on beha1 of the Foreign Trade Committee of this House.
" First, Britain. We do not know when the negotiations will be resumed. So
there is surely no objection to our probing the possibility of intermediate solutions
and trying to work them out as far as they are feasible. But quick results are
hardly'to"Ue expected. This is particularly tue of the association formula, as far
as it has any specific content. -Public opinion in Britain itself is reserved. The
Americans have never thought much of-the idea of a free trade area, which to
them means trade discriminition without compensating political advantages, and
they are sceptical about a partial customs_ union. In the Community, too, there
is s-ome hesitation about a customs union which excludes agriculture. Furthermore,
each of these types of association would require Iengthy negotiations. There
remain proceduiai expedients of the type used in the association between Great
Britain and the Europiean Coal and Steel Community. It is also possible, without
making formal arrangements, at least to intensify diplomatic-contacts as-part of
the slowly evolving c6mmon commercial policy, P?rticular-ly the contacts between
the Community itself and the United Kinfdom. This would at least keep- the ball
rotting and do something towards preparing future action. On the psychological
,5
plane we obviously all want to prevent any estrangement between Great Britain
and ourselves, and on the material side to avoid any unnecessary increase in thegap which s-eparates us economically, without of course going as far as conceding
any 
-right of veto. This calls for continuous mutual effort, wtrictr in turn is onl|possible if there is permanent contact.
t...1
" So we must now exam,ine, precisely and with reference to specific problems,
but much benefit can be drawn from au the experience we have gained.'In doinf
so we shall have to take into account both thb fact that many problems changE
their character when we take them out of the context of the liriiistr negotiations,
"s. .*e- 
are- now doing, and also the fact that the scale of the problemi changei
with the change of context. For it may well be asked whether -the solutions tf,at
must now be sought can be limited to Commonwealth countries. All this is an
important part of commercial policy, of a modern and dynamic commercial policy
that 
-can 
no- longer be defined as narrowly and conservitively as before. Jist ai
the laissez-faire of the nineteenth century evolved into the complex forms of
modern economic and social policy, our classical trade policy is now turning into
a comprehensive system regulating the activity of a -civilized and free -world
conscious of its interdependence.
"..Basically the-position is much the same with regard to our European neighbours.
The result of the suspension of the United Kin[dom negotiations was to put an
end for the time being to the discussions with th-ese coun-tries too.
" Does this raise an immediate problem in the light of the continued progress
being. made b-y our customs union ? No general answer can be given to"thisquestion. It depends on the individual situation, on the geographicil conditions,
on 
.the competitiveness of these European neighbours, it defends which are th;
main economic sectors concerned and-how far-they depend in their foreign trade
on the EEC. we should not 
- 
and the Blaisse liepoit hints at this pro6lem 
-rule out the possibility that in a given case, should really serious e.onomic reasons
m1!e it necessary, use should be made of special methods and solutions which
might- be quite unorthodox and should consequently not be looked upon as a
precedent.
" only-.one 
-thing can be Eid in general : the problems of our European neigh-bouls, Iike those of Great Britain, must for the present be looked on in a wider
setting which includes the United States and other industrialized countries such
as Canada and Japan. In this setting the general trend is towards increased tariff
Iiberalization. But this is just the policy which is most likely to ease the com-
mercial difficulties separating us from our European friends, to take the sting
out of them-and possibly to bring a lasting solution nearer, 
"u.n 
ir it cannot be
a substitute for such a solution. ,
" There is therefore nothing artificial or far-fetched in this line of thought whenit is canild logically 
-through to the next major round of tariff negotiatlons, theKennedy Round on the basis of the Trade Eipansion Act. For th"e community
these negotiations will fulfil three purposes.
" T!.y will proride a 
-means ,of taking the sting out of a number of specificproblems and of providing at least a partial solu-tion to them; at present these
6
problems cannot, owing to the suspension of the negotiations on United Kingdom
membership, be solved in any other manner.
" They will be an essential factor in building a bipartite Atlantic partnership which
is only waiting for European integration, for the closest economic interdependence,
in order to giin the sta^bility whiih alone can assure the safety of the free world'
Its importan-ce points to something far beyond the economic sphere-: for-it is
becoming steadily clearer to all and sundry that the second element in the Atlantic
relations[ip, thaf of a joint defence, is most closely bound up with the economic
element; potitically the two elements are merely the obverse and reverse of the
same medal.
" The third purpose which this round of tariff negotiations will serve for the
Community is^ ttrit it will be an exceptionally important factor in the shaping of
the Community itself. In these negotiations we must of course maintain and
defend our individuality, but at the sime time it is just by means of these negotia-
tions that we will be iUle to round off our'individuality. The Community must
establish its image in the world as an economic and trading partner in the broadest
sense of the wo-rd and show that it has the qualities which the Treaty seeks.to
give it, showing a sense of responsibility, thinking in world-wide terms and acting
in Iiberal fashion. [...]
" This makes it all the more important that the negotiations should be conducted
'in 
the right frame of mind and on a constructive basis. As far as the Community
is conceined, this is provided by our constitution, by the Treaty of Rome in its
preamble, in Aiticle i8, and in Article 110, which lays down that the aim of our
torn1on commercial policy shall be 'the harmonious development of world trade,
the progressive abolition oi restrictions on international exchanges and the lowering
of customs barriers'. These are the words of the Treaty.
" This is a rough outline of the situation we are left with now that the negotiations
have been inter-rupted, or, to put it more correctly, of a situation that has become
if possible eu.n ileu... ihan-before because. of the interruption. But does the
situation of our Community allow us to approach the tasks before us, tasks which
are as urgent as they are extensive ? Have we the requisite degree of unity,? Is
the readin'ess to taclile the tasks widespread enough ? Or are we in a cul-de-sac
in which no movement is possible ? We cannot forbid anyone the luxury of asking
such questions. But histoiy will not pause over these. History makes its demands,
and we cannot evade them. But now people are also saying that no progress in
external matters 
- 
or, to put it another way, no mastering of the external problems
from which we cannot escape 
- 
is possible till progress has been made within
the Community. This is correct in two respects, but at the same time it is for-
mulated too one-sidedlY.
" Firstly, it is correct to the extent that there must be a strong Community before
we can make great advances in the shaping of our commercial policy or, to- put it
more generall!, of our relations with the world around us; and we can have a
strongtommunity only if we have a dynamic Community. 
.Secondly, the premise
is coiect in so fai as lhe problems facing us without and within are in every c_ase
the expression of certain interests. But these interests must be considered, taken
into aicount and dealt with as a whole; they cannot be isolated arbitrarily, other-
wise tension arises and leads finally to complete paralysis.
" But this also shows the extent to which this premise is formulated too one-
sidedly. If.we gay say that external progress depends on progress at home, then
it ca.g $ said with eq-ual justice that progress at home depends o-n external progess.Similarly, business affairs at home and business relationi abroad are matters frhich
affect the real interests both of the individual and of the group. Consequently,
any point of view bas.ed on individual pr1alables is fakel what is n.t.rrury
is a composite view lqkirg in all aspects of the picture and doing justice to ailinterests' So we shall have to treat our manifold iasks as one *hoIe 
- 
certainly
in generous rather than in niggardly fashion, certainly in pragmatic manher rathei
than with- the i.y9s of the idealist 
- 
but definitery ai a siirgtl package. To do sois certainly legitimate. In so close-knit an organization as- or. Cofrmunity, too,
the confrontation and 
-adjustment of interests ls admissible; it is even necessary
- 
provided that behind this exercise there is the will to strengthen the organization
and promote its develoqmelt. At the same time the corimission, diawing its
inspiration !rym the Action Programme to which your Resolution oi 6 Febirary
P?k9s specific reference, will not evade the huge, difficult antl responsible task oihelping to frame such a comprehensive policy,-any more than it evaded a similar
task which is still fresh in our memoriei 
- 
that-of Iinking the transition to the
s.e.ond phase of the transitioiral period with the shaping of-certain policies which
the Treaty did not automatically tint wittr the decision 5n the transiiion. t...1
" This too makes it clear that we need a Community resting on strong institutions
imbqg.d with grow.ing self-assurance because they reilize tha'[ they havE to perform
specific tasks which can be fulfilled by no one else, instituti6ns alive io their
responsibility 
.for- solving these problems and resolved io act in a mamer befittingtheir responsibility. The constitutional set-up of our Community is not af;instrument serving the particularist policies of the Member stites but theinstrument of the community'9 9wn poticy as laid down in the Treaty. If welook back on the five years which have provided such an unprecedented test of our
Community, in which we have seen the growth of enormous vested interests tlat
underpin this Community, we are tempte-cl to believe that its constitutional r.tlrp
is such that it will be able to withstand any new strains imposed upon it.
" 
'of 
course,- if we measure the available instruments against our final purpose
I the political unification of Europe 
- 
much remaLs to be desire'rl :'the
European Parliament's position must be strengthened by means of direct electioqs
and by increasing its share in Community legislation and its powers of supervision;
there must be a rationalization of the ihreE European Communities through the
Pelg-rng. of their Executives; the process of integration, which up to now hai onlyincluded economic and social policy in the Mimber States, mrst b" extended t6
other spheres 
- 
particularly non-economic foreign affairs and defence. The Com- .
mission has made its basic p,osition in all these matters clear from the start, and
there is no need to repeat the arguments on which this position is based. we
regard strengthening Parliament's role as the most essentiai point of constitutional
pro$ess; we regard the merger of the Executives as a matter of common sense;
a-nd w_e regard the unification of those spheres known as pure policy 
- 
in a form
ttrat does not affect the existence, woiking and momentum of what has been
achieved 
- 
as a necessary extension of economic and social intdgration; economic
union leads-by its o-wn.logic to full political unio'n. Nor shoJld we iorget that
any internal strengthening of the' Community contributes to its geogiaphical
enlargement
" In view of the peculiarities of the current situation, hlr"euer, a further considera-
tion comes to mind. It is not sufficient simply to develop a procedure which
t.,"1. tg internal dynamism and embodies no Cbmmunity intirest as distinct fromindividual interestsl I repeat what we and the European Parliament have often
said when certain variants of what is known as 'Political Union ' have been under
discussion : this would be a retrograde step. Nor would it be acceptable if an
attempt were made to superimpose on the constitution of our community 
- 
or
to undermine or supplant that constitution by introducing 
- 
a political siructure
based on ideas other than those which have governed bur Community life for
twelve 
-years and by virtue of which the Member Sthtes have all been preparedto go forward together at the cost of individual interests. 
.This musi Ui the
criterion by which we judge any arangement between the Member States that
channels the problems of common interest dealt with in our institutions through
special forms of preliminary examination and causes them to be handled by nov:elprocedures. 
,.
'j flir brings m-e to ,a question that was put in this House during the debate on5 February and has since been repeatedly put to us 
- 
the question of our attitude
.. to the Franco-German treaty of 22 January.
" We are as aware as anyone else of the significance of the basic political fact
that is to be re-affirmed by this treaty 
- 
the Franco-German reconciliation
inaugurated by Robert Schuman and Konrad Adenauer. This fact is not onlv an
immeasurable contribution to peace in Europe and throughout the'world: tl,".e
is also no doubt that without it any attempt 1o achieve complete, Iasting unity in
Europe would be'in vain. But the scope of this treaty.*t"ndr spec'ifically to
matters relating to the European Communities. The consultation tb which- the
contracting parties bind themselves 'on all important questions of foreign policy...
with a view to reaching as far as possible an analogous position' a-lso covlrs
'-problems relating to the European Communities', 'East-West relations both on
the political and economic planes ', and 'matters dealt with within ... the various
international organizations'. Each country also intends to examine its own
development programme in the light of the'correiponding programme drawn upby its partner, and to study the possibility of undertaking joint projects. Th;
treaty also lays down that 'within the framework of the common Maiket, there
shall be reinforcement of co-operation 'in other important sectors of economic
policy, such as agricultural and forestry pcilicy, energy-policy, communications and
transport matters and industrial development, and export credit policy'. [...]
" The commission, which is specifically charged with the guardianship of the
Treaty of Rome, believes that these circumstances require it to make the following
observations (and I would state that the Commission'has examined the content oI
the Franco-German trbaty entirely without prejudice and has obviously not
imputed to- either signatory any intention to act in contravention of its Community
; obligations). Th,e criterion of the commission's judgment is not any formal, legai-
istic one 
- 
indeed it'considdrs in any case that tfr'e heart of the matter ii po-lir
ical 
- 
but rather the 'philosophy' of the treaty itself 
- 
the interest in a eom-
munity whose substance and dynamic force is unimpaired, in other words in the
. 
assured and unrestricted execution of the substantive content of the Treaty and in
the smooth and fully effective functioning of the Community's constitutionil set-up.
It is with this sort of consideration in mind that the Commission must ask whether
the material conditions for the co-operation of those forces to which our Treaty
confides Community policy may not be changed by the application of the consulta-
tion procedure set up by the Franco-German treaty in a manner not consonant
with the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. The Council in particular is of course not
a diplomaiic conference in which a consensus among the agreed positio_ns.oj lhe
various delegations is reached by additions and subtractions : it is the legislative
organ of the Community where, in discussion among the membels and a continual
diilogue with the Commission, reasons and counter-reasons are weighed a1d a
balanie is sought between individual interests and the Community interest. Com-
pulsory prior'consultation between two member Governments 
- 
with the pu,rpose,
is the Franco-German treaty puts it, of reaching as far as possible analogous
positions 
- 
introduces into this balanced Community process a rew element that
is foreign to the Treaty 
- 
especially if extraneous arguments (by which I me_an
u.gumeits unconnected with Community affairs) have been thrown into the scales
of bilateral compromise. [...]
" All these considerations, which necessarily involve a number of assumptions,
lead the Commission to the conclusion that a definitive judgment on the treaty
from the standpoint of Community interest can hardly be reached without finding
how it is applied in practice. We have, consequently, observed with interest and
satisfaction moves in the process of obtaining parliamentary ratification for the
treaty to make it quite cleai that the treaty will not affect the substantive organiza-
tion of the Community or Community procedures in such a way as would
constitute a departure fiom the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. The position of the
Community miy therefore be summed up in the form of an urgent request to the
legislative bodies responsible for ratification and to the Governments concerned
to state as clearly and bindingly as possible when parliamentary ratification is given
to the treaty that the treaty shall not be interpreted or implemented in such a way
as to deEaCt from the existence, functioning and momentum of our Communify.
" Let me conclude my comments on how we see the current situation with a few
words to emphasize the essential points. We must look ahead and recognize that
the demands-made on us have not been reduced but at most have changed. We
have to recognize that in meeting these demands we must find not only a solution
for the particular problems before us today but also a creative act that will fill
out the itill not fully defined individuality of our Community in accordance with
its constitution, making of it a Community that thinks in conformity with its
world-wide responsibility and acts liberally. We must reaTize that we can only
succeed in this task if we preserve our dynamic force and that not least among
the factors which go to make up this force is the readiness and opportunity to
progress at home, just as this in turn reflects the growing links between specific
tusiness interests. Starting from this, we must endeavour to give.a positive slant
to the negative game of making conditions. In doing this we must be confident
that the Community will be carrying out its own policy 
- 
and will be doing so
within a solid organizational structure into .which we have in the last five years
built all the enmeshed wheels of economic interests in a state of unprecedented
expansion. And, however impatient we may be to extend the structure of integra-
tion, we ought always to keep before our eyes the law on which our existence
rests. Obedience to this law is in all circumstances the surest guarantee of our
future.
10
statement by M. Eugine schaus, president of the EEC councit,
. on the occasion of the hundredth session
" At the lequ,elt of the members of the council I have the honour to reportbriefly on the debate we had this morning on the future of the European Economic
Community.
It is obviolsly difficult at this early stage to give you clear and concise conclusions
about such a recent event, particularly when such weighty statements as those
made by my eminent colleagues and b! the President oitf,6 Commission have to
. be summarized.
Starting from the observation that the Community has been for three months in
the throes of the gravest crisis of coryfidence it -has had to surmount since its
inception, all the speakers asked with the same frankneiss what means could be
employed to master this situation with a minimum of delay.
They all began with the idea that in fdture constant balance must be re-established
and maintained between action for the Community's internal development and
the relations to be established between it and the outside world. Suih balance
would in itself ensure harmonious advance in the common task.
All sides affirmed with remarkable unanimity the need to get away from the
notion that certain activities must necessarily precede otheri arid io establiihgenuine synchronization in the various fields-of the Community,s development.
on the internal side of this development stress was laid on the need to push
forward rapidly with the work now going on, in the elaboration both of the
common agricultural policy and of those policies on which the Treaty require-
ments have still not been met, whether traniport policy, energy policy, commircialpolicy or other equally important fields.
In all those fields where time-tables have been laid down it is important to see
that these are observed, while for the others a reasonable and realistic pace of
advance should be determined.
Several delegations stressed , 
- 
without being contradicted 
- 
the work of
rationalization which lies ahead of the Community on the institutional plane and
certain speakers were of the opinion that the wuy to achieve a better oidering of
the institutions was to merge the Executives.
Similarly, it was emphasized that the extension of
powers within the institutional machinery and, at a
universal suffrage, could very considerabiy advance r
the Communitiep. , t
I
the European Parliament's
r later stage, its election by
the institutional harmony of
As regards the Community's external action, all delegations clearly voiced their
desire to see the crisis provoked by the breakdown of nlgotiations with the United
Kingdom overcome by an effort of the combined wilrs oI the Member states.
Whatevqr may be th.e- consequences to be drawn from the situation created by thisbreakdown, thq problem of the future enlargement of the community cannot be
avoided.
1I
i
I
It was said that nothing should be done which would make it more difficult for
nlw members to join i-he Community later, either 
- 
i! 
-*-ur- 
emphasized : b{
tt e Community itielf or by those non-member States which have expressed and
continue to express the iniention of joining in our common work'
The progress which the Community is able to achieve in the near future will
moreover act as a powerful magnet for all those who Put theil faith in European
unification.
With a view to ensuring action on these lines, various means were suggested f-or
establishing close consu]ltation with our European neighbours, in 
-particular -the
Unitea Kiigdom. In any case, there is no hope of solving the problem pos:d in
this context-unless a"count is taken of the exiitence of the European Free,Trade
Area.
All the speakers emphasized the need to bring to'an early and successful conclusion
the negoiiations foi the association of Turkey with the Community.
It was encouraging to see that all the Member States looked beyond the immediate
difficulties 
"oir.iffirmed their interest in the 
speediest possible implementation
of tfr" Association Convention with the African States and Madagascar, although
ttris must not be allowed to hamper inter-African trade or trade between the.
Community and those developing cbuntries which, for one reason or another, are
not out associates.
Finally, I need not insist on tle store which all speakers set on the importance
for Euiope of the future multilateral negotiations in GATT.
The Community intends to continue on its liberal course by opening negotiations,
which will of c-ourse be difficult but whose success could benefit all parties if the
hopes already born on both sides are confirmed. In this context, moreover,
reference wai made to certain ideas worked out in the final months of 1962 for
solving the problem of trade in some vital foodstuffs. "
12
l. Association with Greece
At its third meeting on tl March 1963, the EEC-Greece Association Committee
discussed the implementation of Article 28 of the Agreement'
Article 28 prohibits quantitative restrictions on exports and measures of 
.equivalent
effect betwben the Cbntracting Parties. For basit products, however,. it provides
that Greece, " after consulting the Association Council, may maintain or intro-
duce export restrictions so far as may be needed to encourage the development
of certain economic activities in Greece or to remedy a shortage of basic food-
stuffs "; in this case Greece must open a global quota for trade with the Member
States.
The Association Committee took note of the first two instances in which this
Article had been invoked. Thd Greek Government had restricted the e4P9+
of two commodities : olive oil, of which there was a general shortage in 1962,
and bauxite, for which Greece was proposing to establish a processing industry'
Discussion of this subject will be continued at later meetings'
Other items of business were :
i) opening by the Federal Republic of Germany, France and Italy of quotas
for Gieek wines (Protocol 14 to the Agreement);
ii) Co-ordination of the commercial policies of the Community and of Greece
(Article 64);
iii) Contacts between the European Parliament and the Greek Parliament(Article 71).
13
ll. Activiries of the Community
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
'
Turkey's application for association
1. A further meeting took place from 12 to 15 March between a delegation
of the Commission and a Turkish delegation.
Substantial progress was made as to the broad lines of the future agreement.The negotiations were adjourned. to enable ihe delegations to report, 6th sides
expressing the hope that the talks would soon be reiumed.
Proceedings of the Council
?. .ol-!.and 2-April, the council heard an account from M. zijlstra, Nether-lands Minister of Finance, of the talks benveen the six Ministers of Finance on
the question of financial aid for Turkey. The results have been promising.
Tho Council will resume discussion of outstanding financial and commercialproblems at its next sessiol, at which it wil also decide upon the instructionsto be given to the Commission for the final phase of the negotiations with furtey.
Meanwhile, tle community will propose to the Turkish Government that the
negotiations should continue on the remaining points to be settled * r"g*4, trr"general content of the agreement.
The common external tariff
3: Meeting in council on 2 April, the representatives of the Member States,
Governments decided to renew until not later than 31 December 1965 the offer of
a 20 Vo accross-thaboard cut in ttre common external tariff. It was understoodthat the reductions already concede-d by the Community in the-general negotia-tions (the " Dillon round t') would be r-eckoned as parr of tnis fo i"-i.JrEii"r.
The second alignment of national tariffs on the common external tariff, which willp,f:tllt :p-l,Julr.1963 simurtaneously with the 70 vo cut i, i"lirr"i-a-"ti"qwilr De calculatecl on the common customs tariff provisionally reduced by 20 Vo'.
The council 49 ug:,.a on 2 April to ur.ge ttre irre countries to adopt, in the
same liberal spirit as-that of 
.the egqmunity on the eve of the GATT 
""g"ii"ti"*,similar measures with regard to their duti6s on gooas importea from non-EFTA
countries.
4. The council also adopted a resolution urgtg.the Member states to acceptthe Customs Co-operation Council's recomme-nditions for the inclusion i" tf;
common external tariff of changes in the Brussels Nomenclature from tne aate on
which all the Contracting Parties to the Customs Co-operation bluncit Covention
and Protocol shall have accepted these recommendation's.
t4
The Community and GAIT
Tariff negotiations
5. The consultations which began in September 1962 (1) between the Commu-
nity and the United States on the amendments to the American customs tariff
under the'Customs Simplification Act continued in Brussels in February and
March. At their close, the Commission prepared a list of duty increases provided
for by the new American tariff in headings for which the Community has nego-
tiating rights under agreements with the United States. After reference to the
Foreign Trade Committee (Article 111) this list was transmitted to the United
States Tariff Commission for it to make the necessary adjustments in the proposed
new tariff to give effect to the tariff concessions to which the Community is
entitled.
The tariff negotiations which began in July 1962 between the Community'and
Spain with a view to Spain's accession to the General Agreement were con-
cluded in March 1963. The draft agreement and the accession protocol will be
submitted to the Council for approval.
The Commission has submitted to the Council a memorandum containing the
" Protocol supplementary to the Protocol to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade embodying the results of the 196G.61 Tariff Conference " and the
various lists of mutual tariff concessions.
Other work of GATT
6. 
_The Working Party on procedures for tariff reduction held its second meetingin Geneva from 18 to 29 March. In accordance with its terms of reference and
with the recommendations of the ministerial meeting of November 1961, it
examined new procedures and methods to be used in reducing tariff obstacles
on the basis of most-favoured-nation-treatment.
The Community is'represented on the Working Party, with a delegate of the
Commission as its spokesman.
The Workiig Palty began its discussions on the hypothesis that many countries
would take part in negotiations and that they would offer across-the-board reduo-
tions in their tariffs spread over not more than five years.
The working Party postulated as a yardstick a reduction of 50 vo. problems
involved in attaining reciprocal treatrnent were also discussed, taking into account
the admission of limited exceptions to the general rule of acioss-the-board
reductions.
The Working PSrty will report to the ministerial meeting of 16 May on the
question of opening multilateral negotiations in 1964, and on the manneiin which
these should be conducted.
(t) See Bulletin No. 11-62, Chap. IV, sec. 6.
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Relations with international organizations
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development(oECD) 
'
7. The Community was represented at a meeting of the OECD Trade Committee
which took place in Paris on 14 and 15 March. The Committee heard a
report from the head of the United States Delegation on the prospects opened
up by the Trade Expansion Act. It instructed a working party to pursue the
examination of problems arising in trade relations betweetr the OECD member,
trial countries and underdeveloped countries. 
. ,
Economic Co*r,iission for Africa (ECA) :
8. The Community was represented by observers at the fifth session of the'
United Nations Economic Commission for Afica (ECA), which was held in
L,eopoldville, Congo, from 1.8 l"b-r.y to 2 March 1963. ,
Discussions on both political and economic subjects hinged on the problem of
the association of the seventeen African States ind Madigascar with tne BfC.
The main lines of the neq Convention were fully discussed, the United Nations
representative declaring thdt the Convention t"rs in certain'rlspects a remarkable
manifestation of what might be termed a new economic solidarity between indus-
trial corrntries and underdeveloped countries.
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE)
9. The Community was represented by observers at the mineteenth plenary
session of the United Nations Economic Commission for.Asia and the Far East(ECAFE), which was held in Manilla, Philippines, from 4 to 18 March 1963.
The United Nations Economic Commission decided, among other things, to estab-
lish an Institute for development and economic plans and to convene a ministerial
conference in Manilla in November of this year to work out an arrangement for
regional economic co-operation.
A study on the economic situation in Asia and the Far East n 1962 had been
tabled for discussion. It bore mainly on problems of Asian trade with Western
Europe, particularly as affected by the establishment of the Common Market.
On this point, the countries of the area expressed misgivings as to the liberal and
open nature of the Community. However, ECAFE is coming round to a more
realistic view of what the Common Market means and of the possibilities of
satisfactory trade relations with its member counties.
Associated countries' irissidns to the Community " 
,
10. The President of the Commission, M. Walter Hallstein, has received
Ambassador Emile Poisson and Ambassador Augustin Munyaneza as representa-
tive.s to the Community of the Republics of Dahomey and Rwanda respectively.
16. ''
Non-member countries' missions to the Community
lh #i :"TffiilH}filffi'f.'Ll:#;:'n"'ts or the Governments,or sarvador
It has also given its agreement to'the appointrnent of M. Peter Thorsteinsson and
M. Julio Luis Sandoval de Larromana as heads of the Iceland and Guatemala
missions to the Community respectively.
Visits to the Commission
72. On 14 and 15 March 1963 the Commission received a ministerial delegation
from Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya, which are members of the East African
Common Services Organization. The group included a Minister from Zanzibar
as an observer.
After an interview with M. Walter Hallstein, the delegation held talks with
M. Rochereau and M. Rey, members of the Commission, and with officials
from appropriate departments.
This object of these talks was to exchange information on economic relations
between the Community and these East African countries and to discuss measures
which might be envisaged for maintaining and developing trade between them
in the mutual interest and in the context of African development.
The Community spokesmen explained the content of the new Convention initialled
by the Six and by the associated African Stdtes including Madagascar. The East
African Delegation were informed of other'possible forms of agreement between
the Community and their countries, which together make up an ,'East African
common Market " applying a common external tariff. The delegation stated
in a memorandum and confirmed in the conversations their desire for an agree-
.ment with the community which would be distinct from that proposed foi the
other African States and Madagascar. The position regarding the main products
of the East African countries in relation to the Community's tariff arangements
and common agricultural policy was also discussed. ,
,This initial contact, which took place in a cordial atmosphere, served to clarify
for both sides the problems to be solved in the interests of luture relations between
the Community and these East African States.
ECONOMIC ATID FINANCIAL AFFA.IRS
,l
Quarterly survey of the econbmic siduation in the Community \
13. The commission of the European Economic-commuhity has published.
its quarterly survey of the economic iituation in,the community., ttris hightights
!hq. +li" features of the current economic situition in tha c6mmunity ind-theindividual member countries, analyses the prospects for the coming milnths and
examines the pioblems of economic policy involved. ,
t7
The Commission poinst out that in 'the closing months of. ,t962 and at the
beginning of this year the level of economic activity in the Community rose further,
although in many sectors the pace at which production expanded suffered from
the exceptionally cold weather.
Total demand grew briskly. Exports to non-member countries continued, it is '
true, to show the hesitant trend which had been evident ever since the spring of
1962 
- 
in the fourth quarter they were hardly above the level of a year earlier
and in the early months of 1963 they even fell below the'corresponding level
of. 1962, owing in the main to difficulties of transportation between factory and
port; but internal demand continued to expand. In particular, the growth of
private consumption was again considerable, rising in step with the practically
unabated expansion of income from wages and salaries. Public consumption and '
investrnent by the public authorities also provided the economy with an appreciable
'. stimulus. Against this, the growth of the capital investrnent by enterprises
further weakened, except in Italy, where a perceptible recovery was observed.
Meanwhile, the bad weather caused invesftnent in the construction sector to fall
off more than is usual at the time of year.
Until the end of 1962 this random factor hardly influenced industrial production
as shown in the index of the Statistical Office of the European Communities; in
fact growth even speeded up a little, the seasonally adjusted increase between the
.third and fourth quarters being about 2 Vo, after a rise of 1.4 Vo between the
June and September quarters. The production index in the fourth quarter was
' 'up 6.4 Vo ot the corresponding perid of 1961.
Employment fui the Community, after adjustnent of the figures for seasonal
' variations, again rose, but in industry the increase was negligible. The speedier
. growth of industrial production therefore reflected an almost equally rapid rise in
productivity.
The Community's imports of goods from non-member countries again advanced
' vigorously. In the fourth quarter of. 1962 they were up 7.5 Vo in valae over 
.
October-December 1961. As exports did not grow at the same time, the
balance of trade deteriorated further; in the fourth quarter of. 1962 there was a
deficit of $ 366 million 
- 
compared with approximate equilibrium in the corre-
sponding period of the previous year. Official gold and foreign exchange reserves
in the member,countries weht up only $ 185 million in the last quarter. 
r
The upward trend of consumer prices continued at increasing speed towards the
end of 1962, paxticularly as the cold weather forced up prirys for some foodstuffs
and fuels.
Even when thdse most recent economic trends are taken into consideration, the
Commission feels that no important changes are called for in the forecast for
demand.in 1963 made in the fourth quarterly survey of. 1962: very slight
expansion in exports of goods to'non-member countries, a moderate increase in
overall investrnents, fairly vigorous 
- 
albeit somewhat slower 
- 
growth of private
consumption and public spending.
With the end of the cold sp'e[ there is likely to be a vigorous recovery of total
fuidustrial production and building activity. Probably, however, it will not be
possible to mbke up all the working hours lost in construction, particularty in
18
view of the labour shortage which almost all member countries u." .*pJ.i"ocing in
this field. But the effect of these losses will hardly be felt so strongly as to iall
for any appreciable reduction in the 4.5 % estimate for the growth rate of the
gross product of the Community made at the beginning of this year. A's foreseen,
industrial production may rise by 5 Vo, and imports will continue to grow roughly
as predicted, so that the trade balance will once again deteriorate, even if less
sharply than between 196l aid 1962.
Th. upyg-d movement of prices should caln down appreciably unless the latest
rises, which were mainly due to random factors, aglin aggrivate the upward
trend of labour costs and thus reinforce the longer-term rise in the level of prices.
The Governments of most Membr states are therefore rightly seeking to take
stabilizing action while being careful to avoid, as far as possible, any measures
adversely affecting the growth of investment 
- 
which i, uny case has already.
weakened 
-.and, consequently, of supply.
Economic Policy Committee i;'
14. The Economic Policy committee met ori 7 and 8 March under the chair-
manship of M. Mtiller-Armack. For the first time it made a comparison of the
Member States economic budgets. This ,was followed by a discussion of the
main lines of the economic policies which the Community 
,countries intend topursue in 1963. 
r
Enerry policy
,l
Meeting of the ECSC Special Council of 
. 
Ministers
15. Ergrgy policy was once again on ttre agenda when the ECSC Special Coun-
s1 sf l\4inisfers met in Luxembourg on 21 March
M. Lapie, Chairman of the fnter-Executive Working Party on Energy, presented
the Working Party's study of long-term energy prospects in the Community,goataining a detailed analysis of the hypotheses underlying the memorandun
on energy policy transmitted to the Governments on 27 June 1962.
The council noted that the study stage was now concluded; the Governments and
Executives should proceed to make standing arrangements for consultation at
political level. The Council agreed in principle to the forrration of a committee
of high-ranking officials to work out the broad lines of a common energy policy.
The precise terms of reference of this committee were to be considerfr it ttie
Council's next meeting.
Ig the meantime, the council decided to set up a committee of experts under the
chairmanship of a representative of the ECSC High Authority tb examine the
rnter-Executive working Parly's study of long-term energy prospects. The first
meefing of this committee was fixed for 8 April.
t9
,.
Reorganization o[ the sulphur industry in ltaly :
16. In a resolution adopted on 29 March the European Parliament strlssed that
the Sicilian sulphur industry could not become competitive without further reor-
ganization and conversion. The manpower thus made redundant could only partly
be reabsorbed in the industry and some miners would have to be found alternative
employment. A general development plan, including the establishment of new
industries and the improvement of agricultural structures, should thrirefore be
drawn up for the sulphur mining areas. The Community should support these
schemes.
Group of experts on the sfudy of relations between indicators and aggregates
17. This group met in Brussels on 5 March to discuss the possible scope and
content of a study on relations between aggregates in national accounting and
current statistical indicators. A first research programme is concerned with the
following ag$egates : total fixed investment broken down into equipment and
construction; private consumption broken down into services, durables and
non-durables; and industrial production; lastly, exports and imports of goods and
services. A first draft of detailed arrangements for the study will in a month's
time be submitted to the Commission for approval and the final report is to be
presented in November.
;
THE INTERNAL MARKET , ''
Tariff quotas
Tarill quotas lor 1963
18. Under Article 25(3) of the Treaty the Commission has granted the following
tariff quotas for 1963 :
Tartt No. Description ol product
Country
and amount
ol quota
Duties
01.02 AtI a
eio3.olBIc
ex03.02AIc2
n
Certain mountain strains of hei-
fers and cows, excluding animals
for slaughter
Piked dog-fish, fresh, chilled or
frozen
Coalfish, salted only, for can-
ning 
,
Germany (F,R.)
14 000 head
Germany (F.R.)
, 3 000 m.t.
Germany ir.n,l
900 m.L
6Vo
3y'o
7y'o
I Country
Tariff No. Description of product and o*iunt Duties
. 
of quota
ex 03.01 B I D Tunny for canning ltaly Nil
32 000 m.t.
bf .Oz a t f Cod, salted, in brine or dried, Itaty Nil
whole, headless or in pieces '44 000 m.t.
03.02 A lI a Fillets of cod, salted, in brine ltaly Nit
- or dried 2 000 m.t.
09.028 Tea, other than tea imported in B.L.E.U. 658 Bfrs
immediate packings of a net 180 m.t. per 100 kg. net
capacity of 3 kg. or Iess
09.028 Tea, other ttuo tea imported in Netherlands 47.64 Fl.
immediate packings of a net 8 700 m.t. per.100 kg. net
, capacity of 3 kg. or less
' ex 08.02 A Oranges, bitter, fresh Netherlands Nil
lI0 m.t.
/ ex 08.02 A Oranges, bitter, fresh Germany (F,R,) 5 /o
\ -' 200 m.t.
ex 08.02 D Grapefruit, fresh Germany (F.R.) 5 Vo
/ : ' 27 000 m.t.
ex 16.05 " King ", " Kanasaki " and " Ke- B.L,E.U. Nil
; gani " crabs; " Pandalus Plati- 200 m.t.
ceros Japonicus " shrimps, not
in shell, simply boiled, frozen
. or not, for canning
,L
ex 22.05 \l b 1 Germany (F.R.) 5.25 u.a.
ex22.05BIID INatural red wines for blending 80000 hl. per'100 litresI
ex 22.05 Blll b 2 )
.:
45.01 . Natural cork, unworked, crushed, Germany (F,R,) Nil / tgranulated or ground; waste cork '45 000 m.t.
45.01 ' do. Netherlands Nil
l0 000 m.t.
45.01 do. B.L.E.U. Nil
, I 
950 m.t.
17.01 Beet sugar and cane sugar, solid Italy Nil from
tfO ObO m.t. I January 1963
to 30 June 1963
2t
i
19. At its session of 1 and 2 April the Council granted, under Article 25(1) of
the Treaty, the following tariff quotas for 1963 :
Tariff No. Description of product
Country
and amount
of quota
Duties
r 38.07 A
ex 38.08 A
Spirits of turpentine
I
Unrefined rosins (1)
Germany (F.R.)
5 200 m.t.
Netherlands
' 800 m.t.
B.L.E,U.
I 130 m.t.
Germany (F.R.)
42 300 m.L
' Netherlands
15 945 m.t.
B.L,E.U.
2916 m.t.
Italy
2 000 m.t.
Nil
Nil for first
six months
0.75 Vo
for second
six months
1.2 Vo first
six months
2.4 Vo second
six months
ex 38.08 C Disproportionated rosins
(r) It has b€en agrecd, hopeycr, that, for thos€ products listed 10 Protocot lO to thc. aSrc€ment setting
up an Association bctwecn the Community and Gr€ecr, theso declsloDs will not bc slSned by thc EEC
Presldent and notificd until authorlzed by the Association Council.
The Council has also extended until 31 May 1963 the tariff quota ganted to
Italy in its decision of 18 December 1961 (potassium soaps of disproportionated
rosin 
- 
ex 38.08 C).
.;
Temporary suspension of certain national duties
20. The Commission has authorized ,the Federal Republic of Germany to
suspend partially at 5 Vo, froin 1,January to 15 April 1963, its duties on fresh
tomatoes (CET ex 07.01 M I).
Application of Article 226 (safeguard measures)
Refrigerators
I21. The Italian Government has appealed to the Court of Justice to quash the
Commission's decision of 17 January 1963 authorizing the French Government
temporarily to apply certain safeguard measures to imports of Italian refrigerators
and components thereof; 
'
22
Raw silk and silk goods
22. The Commission has amended, and extended until 28 February 1964 (1), its
decision of 28 February 1962 (2) concerning certain products in Chapter 50 of
tt1s [ralian customs tariff (silk and manufactured silk articles).
Italy is authorized for one more year to maintain the duties applied ,on2 i/Iarch 1960 to silk-worm cocoons imported from non-member countries.
Furthermore, cocoons produced in non-member counties and in free circulation
in the other Member States will not bnefit by the import arrangements laid down
for trade between Member States, and import duties on raw silk will be maintained
in respect of member and non-member iountries alike.
(
As regards manufactured silk articles :
a) Italy is authorized for a further-year to continue io apply the duties of
Z tvtarih 1960 to imports from Member States and non-member counfries of
silk varn not put up for retail sale, silk-worm gut and imitation catgut, and to
i.p"rtr from Member States only of silk yarn put up for retail sale.
b) ltaly is authorized to maintain in,force the duties of 2 March 1960 on 14P9rts
oi silk-fabrics from Member States, excepting those on the following fabrics,
which have been adjusted as follows :
i) fabrics dyed in the Piece 9.6 %
ii)'yarn-dyed fabrics 8.5 Vo
iii) printed fabrics and plain fabrics 7 Vo
iv) worked fabrics 8 Vo
Fabrics of which either the trani or warp is not entirely pure silk (i.e. silk
containing no othel 
,fibres 
or waste silk) 
,are 
not covered by this authorization.
Reorganization of the ltalian silk industry
23. After three years of the six-yeir shielding period provided for in the List G
Protocol, the Itaiian silk industry has not so far made any very remarkable
progress towards achieving the aims of the Protocol : to reduce.th^g- gqP b"I*ryo
itatian prices and JapaneG prices at least to the level of the lO Vc dltly in the
common external tariff and to maintain a minimum output of about 840 metric
tons a year.
With regard to prices, the average daily and monthly difference in 1962 was
19J Vo. fnis iJless than in previous years, but it would seem to be mainly due
to higher prices on the Japanese Bourses, which are partly q result of the current
increlse ii consumption iombined with a drift of labour from the land to the
factories. Annual output also declined considerably in 1960 and 1961, to a figure
below the minimum level referred to in the List G Protocol.
(r) See official gazette of the European Communities,'No. 53, 5 April 1963.
O See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 3!, 4 May 1962 and Bulletin
No. 4-62, Chap. III, sec. 13.
(
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However, if the rationalization measures adopted by the Italian Government are
' examined, it must be admitted that they could n6t of themselves have had a
noteworthy 
-impact o1 prices and quantities since they were mainly measures
affecting only part oj the sector, and the more specifiially agricultuial problem
still remains unsolved.
But they represent substantial progress towards general rehabilitation of the
. sector as a whole and lay the foundation for a comprehensive scheme.,
The Commission is studying this scheme.and will confer with the Italiah author-
ities as to the legislative measures and practical methods for putting it into effect.
B-eforg setting out the further rationalization plans, the document reviews the steps
already taken :
a) There has been a change-over from the rearing of yellow cocoons (,,cocons
bijaunes ") to the rearing of Japanese polyhybrid white iocoons;
D.) Methods of cultivation have been suitei.to the requirements of the new types
of cocoon;
c) Experiments have been made on converting the traditional mulberry cultivation
to specialized cultivation in open fields'using imall mulberry bushes.
This was done'in-pursg_ange 
-of Law No. 11.94 of. 20 February 1956 andLaw No.283 of 23 April 1959, both of which were valid for thre6 years.
Italy now uses the same types and qualities of cocoon as Japan. Their yield is
distinctly higher than that of the tJpes formerly used (one kg. of raw silk from
7 kg. of cocoons as against 9.5-11 kg.). As regards reeling, industrialization 
-and,'consequently rationalization 
- 
has made great strides ' : there are now
, 
16 spinning units capable of absorbing about 65 Vo-of.Italian coioon output. It is
' expected that witl i total of 25 units it will.be possible to deal with the entire
cocoon output.
Main Iines of the Italian reorganization scheme 
..
24. The mail lines of the scheme are as follows :
a) Promotion of scientific experimentation with a view to improving productivity.
It is jntended- to- grairt more aid to experimental research (through the Centro
genetico e ec-ologico del baco da seta), to promote pilot projecis for -the specialized
cultivation of the mulberry and to modernize dryiig plint.
D) i,rice guaranteelfor cocoons for at ldhst 5 years.
Thti object of tlre gu-arantee is to enabie 
.silk farmers to carry out the necessaryimprovements and buy equipment. The minimum price' will be fixed ii
February and will apply to dry cocoons.
c) Subsidies to keep silk-seed 
-prices as low as possible, to encourage rearing byth9.fre9 supply of seeds, and to promote co-bperative schemes Ior mut#rry
cultivation and silk-worm rearing.
d,) Conversion of traditional mulberry cultivation to specialized cultivation.
Mulberry- cultivation, which is at present secondary to other crops, is to be
developed on more specialized lines. It is sulgested that this may. be done by
,24 \
Iplanting small mulberry- bushes in open fields. The following forecasts are based
on present nursery stocks :
500 000 mulbemies n 1963/64; '
1 000 000 mulberries tn 1964/65;
2 000 000 mulberries n 1965/66
After 1966 quantities should increase very rapidly. Subsidies will be granted to
nurseries and to farmers starting new plintationi.
Between 1963 and 1965 subsidies will total Lit. 3 000 million, to which will be
added a further Lit. 1 000 million for 1966 and tgei'. This total ofLit. 4 000 million should stimulate investments worth 10 to 15 000 million.
Freedom o[ establishment and freedom to supply services
25. On 27 March the Economic and Social Committee rendered an opinion on
each of two draft directives prepared.ty rhe commission with 
" 
ui;ti;irrplo
fentTg the general programrireifor fib6ralizing .rtublirhrent'unO services. TheIrrst crlrectrve concerned the cinema industry and the second related to self-
employment in wholesale trade and in occupations serving trade and ird;rfry. 
---
In the first of the two opinions, the committee is in favour of the immediate
withdrawal of all remaining obstac-les to trade in films between the c;;;;it
countries. It.also-.proposes that for'all films produced in the C;;;ityffi
concept of nationality should be superseded by rire concept of community o'rigin
Il tl,lsecond.opinion the c.ommittee approves,,while making certain comments,the commission's draft directive on 'transiiional ,n"urui., regarding ielfj
employment'in wholesale trade and in occupations serving tua" ioJio"aurtry.The committee would like to see the directive put into effeEt more promptly andfeels that certain co-ordination measures shoutd Ue piesseJ- forward withoutdelay, 
.notably as regards regulations applicable to commercial travellers. The
committee also comments on the criteria to . be applied in lssuing l.r*it, iopursue the occupations in question.
COMPETITION
Approximation o! Iaws
Pharmaceutical products
26. A draft Council. directive_ to approximate legislation on pharmaceuticalproducts was submitted to the councii -on 5 Noveiber 1962 ,rd *u, referredto the Parliament and the Economiq and Social committee. on rs March 1963it was unanimously endorsed by the parliament's Health committee.
The working Party_ for the appr-oximation of laws on pharmaceutical products
met on 6, 
.7 
-and 8 March to discuss the control and advertising of 'urura"apharmaceuticals and the harmonization of regulations 
"on.irnfig "ororrinlmatters used in their preparation. )-
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A preliminary draft directive on control was drawn up. With regard to advertis-
ing, ttre Worlcing Party is preparing a list of prohibited- practices in the advertising
of-'branded phaimaceuticats itaim"O to remtdy certain diseases and is drawing
up rules with which all advertising should comply.
With regard to colouring matters, the Working Palty is considering the extension
to branded pharmaceuti-caTs,.mutalis mutandii, of thb directive already adopted
by the Countil on permitted colouring matters in food.
Obstacles to trade
27. At the last meeting of the Working Party on " technical obstacles to
irade 
- 
various productl ", which took place on 25 and 26 March, the final
text of a preliminary draft Commission directive on motor vehicle relistration
plates was approved.
Two points arising out of the preliminary draft directives on traffiiators and
brake^warning lighis were also raised at this meeting. One was the conseque-nc-es
for non-mem[er-countries' products if effect,were given to the directives and the
other was the need for rapid and flexible procedure in making regulations on
technical details in connection with motor vehicles.
The examination of these problems will
next meeting.
Taxation problems
be continued at the Working Party's
(r) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 83, 20 september 1962.
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Meeting of Ministers of Finance
28. On25 and26 March the Community Ministers of Finance met in Baden-
Baden to examine a draft directive for harmonizing Member States' laws on
turnover taxation. In the light of the comments and suggestions made, the Com-
mission's staff wilt preparJ further studies to assist the Ministers in reaching a
decision.
Application of Articles 9 5 and g7 of th9 Treaty
29, Drawback of tax on exiorted goods and particularly of turnover tax where
this'is collected by the cumulative multistage-method !s a problem which the
Commission has blen studying in recent years and which has once lgain beent;;tht1; tni to." in conneciion with the plans now being discusied in Federal
Germany regarding countervailing charges on imports.
In accordance with the Commission's directive oi 30 luly 1962 (r), the Bundestdg
has passed a law cutting the countervailing charge on wo-rsteds from 4 Vo to 1 Vo.
The^Bundestag has aIsJ decided to lower the countervailing charges ftom 4 Vo to
2,5 Vo or 2 io for certain farm products. However,'reductions for certain pro-
ducts have been rejected by the Bundestag, and for these the commission pro-poses, to continue examination of the question in the tight of the Treaty. - '--.
9*"*":tT_!11d: the Bundeshg h* decided to increase the countervaitingcharge on imports of certain products 
- 
mainly of the textile, re"trrei, p"p"iand steel industries -- fI9. 4- vo to 6 vo or, *i.r*pp."prirtr, from 6 vo to8 vo. In accordanci with the decision taken'in the Cil;;il;" 21 June 1960,the Commission and the other member countries will be'consulted before theseadjustments are promulgated.- The commission t,ua arr*n tt, Federal Govern-
ment's. attention to th'e need for such consultation.
Abolition of discrimination in turnover taxation
30. In pursuance of Article.g5(3) of the Treaty, Belgium and Italy have inrecent months abolished certain discriminatory practices"noted by the'cor*i._
sion in conjunction with Goverhment experts- or have tabled legislation to this
effect.
,,
State aids
French and Italian aid to the manufacture of private andclub aircraft
31. Further to a complaint from a Member state, the commission has examinedthe indirect aid given-in France and in Italy to th; ;rn;T;iure of club andprivate aircrafr. Acting under Article 93(1)'of the T;;tlL-li-rr* pi"p"r.alothe two Governments that they mgdify the operation of th'e aids in question, inparticular:
i) That all indirect aid to home manufacturers be discontinued. for examole bv
extending the subsidies to purchases from producers fi th;;r# ir;i';ffiti""J;
ii) Thjt engines of community origin be assimilat"a',. r,r..+r"ar*; 
"d;;;iD,.That equipment of coinmunity origin be treated in Italy on the same basis asItalian products.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Article 119 (equal pay)
1?. 
- 
Tz special working party on Article rrg met in Brussers on25 March 1963. It drew up a new questionnaire wtrictr -itre Commission will
send to the Governments andboth sides of industry i;ih;six-countries in orderto elicit information on the p-rogress made in each -state as at 30 June 1963, theappointed date for the end of ttre second stage, by **"li dii;ties still exceed_
Tg 10 vo between the pay of men and. women workers were to be reduced tothat amount (t).
(r) Resolution of the Member States
No. 1-62, Chap. II.
Conference of 30 December l96l; see Bulletin
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Vocational training
33. At its session of 1 and 2 April the council adopted in the four community
t*gurg", a decision on ifr" general principles of a tommon vocational training '
poihyb.
Social security of migrant workers
34. At its session of 1 and 2 April the Council adopted a regulation- supple-meLt-
ing erti.t" 40 of Regulation No'. 3 and Article 68 
-of Regulation No. 4 (family
all"owances for workeis sent to work in other countries) ('?)'
-/
Administrative Committee for the social security of migrant
workers : 
ou..nr"n,, this committee held its35. At the invitation of the Italian G
42nd session in Palermo on 20, 2l and 22 March 1963'
The Committee finalized and approved its third annual report'
It then examined reports from the Audit Committee dealing, inter alia, with the
simplification of proiedures for the granting of sick benefit outside the country
in which the insured person is affili-ated. 1t adopted the 
-proposals made and
instructed the Audit C^ommittee to submit ainended texts of the present regula-
tions.
The Administrative Committee also examined a report from a Working Party
instructed to make proposals for co-ordinating mineis'_social security- systems in
the six countries in brdir to afford better protection. On the basis of the report,
the Committee proposed that certain special bilateral provisions applicable to
miners in Annei D of Regulation No. 3 and Annex 6 of Regulation No. .4
;h;;H be rescinded, as thefwere either less favourable than, or overlapped with,
certain clauses in the body of the Regulations.
The Administrative Committee decided that the general bilateral provisions con-
tuin".i in these Annexes should be studied with a view to simplification'
Frontier workers ;
36. At its session of 1 and 2 April the Council adopted the regulation on
social security arrangements for, frontier workers $.
Seasonal workers
37. Consulied by the Council, the European Parliamen! gave an opinion at
its March session'on the Commission's intention to amend the form of its pro-
fosat on social security arrangements for seasonal workers 
- 
on which the
(r) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 63, 20 April 1963.
(z) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 62,z}',April 1963'
,'.
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Parliament had rendered an opinion on 27 March 1962 
- 
making, not a
separate regulation from Regulations Nos. 3 and 4, but amendments and addi-
tions to these Regulations so as to extend all social security benefits to seasonal
woikers.
The Parliament approved the new arrangement provided that it involved only
formal or technical changes in the original draft regulation.
Free movement of workers :
The European Parliament's opinion on the proposal for aCouncil regulation (
38. Consulted by the Council, the European Parliament approved on 28 March
the proposal for a Council regulation on the free movement of workers within
the Community, subject to certain technical amendments or improvements. This
is the second reg.ulation in this field. The resolution, of which extracts are given
in an annex, gives the Parliament's formal opinion and adds some general
comments.
Meeting of the technical committee
39. The technical committee set up under Regulation No. 15 (first measures
for the establishment of the free movement of workers within the Community)
met on 25 March 1963 in Brussels. It rendered an opinion on the administra-
tive situation of woikers in paid employment accompanying a supplier of services
or themselves performing the service on his behalf in a Community country other
than his own : the Committee considered that, subject to special clauses, the
administrative situation of these wdrkers should be iettled under the provisions
laid down for the free movement of workers.
The Coinmittee- then dealt with arrangements for one-day meetings at which
officials of the six administrations will exchange information and experience on
the balancing of applications for and offers of-employment and on the eniploy-
ment sitiration. ; :
'\
Lastly it appointed the members of the Working Party which will study the
harmonization of the critbria by which the Member States assess the situation
on their,labour markets i
European Social Funil
.,,
40. The Committee of the Fund held a meeting in Brussels on 19 March.
Tt 
" 
rnuin item on the agenda was the rendering of an opinion on the concept
of underemployment, of which the Commission needed a definition for the
purposes of Regulation No. 9 on the European Social Fund. The Committee
considered that the concept of underemployment should, embrace self-employed
as well as paid workers. !
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Social seryices
41, The first steps taken in the six countries on the Commission's recommenda-
tion of 1 August 1962 dealing with social services for migrant workers in the
Community (1) were discussed at a meeting arranged in Brussels on 12 and
13 March by the Commission. r
Attended by Government representatives and by representatives of both sides of
industry, of the national social service committees and of the International
Union.of Family Organizations, this meeting provided information on the progress
made and on future plans.
Housing
+2. Government experts and representatives of both sides of industry and of
the International Union of Family Organizations attended meetings, on 28 and
29 March respectively, with experts from the Commission to discuss the latter's
proposals for the organization of a symposium on housing policy, which is plan-
ned for December 1963. The choice of topics met with general approval. t
AGRICULTURE 
.
Common agricultural policy
43. Agriculture was very much to the fore in the, Community's various institu-
tions during March : the Commission submitted to the Council a number of
important proposals bearing on the future development of 'the common agricul-
tural policy, the Council devoted the whole of. its 20-21 March session to agri-
culture and continued this work at its hundredth session on 1 and 2 Apnl, 
-
while the European Parliament held two agricultural debates during its session
of.25 to 28 March.
Common policy on prices \
44. As promised in its Action Programme, the Commission submitted to the
Council, on 8 March 1963, a proposal for a regulation on price measures to be
applied to cereals from the 1963-1964 marketing season onwards (2). With
this proposal goes a draft resolution on measures in connection with the
approximation of cereal prices. The aim of this resolution is to enable the
Council to agree general policy lines in this field.
The Commission's proposal, which is based on Article 6(3) of Regulation No. 19,
advocates three groups of measures:
i) Application, as soon as possible, of a quality standard valid in all MemberStates; \
(t) See official Eazette of the European Communities, No. 75, 16 August 1962.
(z) See Supplement to Bulletin No. 4-63.
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-ii) Iowering of the upper fimits and raising of the lower limits of target prices
ilrT.."":r* Y;rur", for Itaty and Luxembourg in respect of the target pricefor barley-
The Commission proposes that the member countries establisir the same ratios
between cereal prices, and that these ratios be based on the price of barley.
Although consultation on this proposal is optional, the Council'submiited it on
22 March to the Parliament for an opinion, and it was debated on 28 March.
Meple-rg expressed their regret'that a prior regulation had not been adopted
establishing criteria for fixing target prices, but acknowledged the need for
immediate implementation of p policy to align cereal target piices in the transi-
tion period. In the resolution'voted at the end of the debite, the House declared
that if the future price level reduced the incomes of certain farmers, a fair return
would have to be secured for them through the general provisions of the com-
}o.n grguftural policy and in particular throughlegional Com'munity subsidies.It invited the Commission to make proposals along these lines on the basis of
the Financial Regulation (No. 25). It also recalled that the close link between
feed-grai.n prices and those of conversion products meant that, if feed-grain
prices changed, the levies applied to conversion products would have to be
revised as well. 
t
As prices.were progrdssively aligned in the various Member Stales, the inevitable
fluctuations in the prices of farm produce would not only be of great economic
ynportancb, but, because of their effects on consumers and producErs, would also
have cohsiderable political and social repercussions (r). , .
The crmmission has built its proposal around the price of barrey, which is
regarded as the corner slone of thi cereal price policy. The prbposa i; th;t
the price of barley shall be fixed from the 1963/64 season onwards in a
relationship with the prices of the other cereals (wheat, rye and maize) which
will be practically identical throughout all the Member Siates. This wilt gear
output to demand, in accordance with the objectives of the common agriculturalpolicy- one consequence will be to give economic encouragement to the grow-
ing of coarse grains as against wheat, since the community is'already tending
to grow too much of the latter. certain exceptions will be pgoposed for Italy
and Luxembourq, two countries in which the gap between wr6at and bartey
In Regulation No. 61, dated 25 June 1962, the commission adopted quality
standards for the various cer6als, to serve as a basis in fixing threihold pricei.
Three Mdmber States apply theie European quality standaris to home-grown
cereals as well, while the others are still using national 
,standards, and have
consequently been obliged'to introduce correcting factors to adjust the thresholdprices. 
. 
The Commission therefore prolrcses that they, too, ihould apply the
European qudlly standards to home production so that community threshold
prices can be fixed for a uniform quality of cereals.
(1) Extracts from the resolution are given in an annex.
I
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jFor France, the country whose prices are lowest, the establishment of a specific
ratio between wheat and barley prices has meant a rise in the lower limit of the
price of barley. The consequence has been that the lower limit of the Com-
munity target price has risen. This is why the Commission proposes that the
ceiling on the target price also be lowered, so as to obtain an immediate align-
ment of prices.
Commuhity financing
45. With a view to the effective implementation of Council Regulation No. 25
(Community financing), the Commission has submitted three proposals for regula-
tions (1) to the Council. The first deals with the granting of aid by the European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (FEOGA); the second, the establish-
ment of a European Fund for Structural Improvements in Agriculture (FEASA)
and the third is the financing regulation for these two Funds. Although consulta-
' tion on the third proposal was optional, the Council agreed at its session of
21 March, to submit ail three to the European Parliament for an opinion.
The proposal for a regulation on the granting of aid by the European Agricultural
Guidance and .Guarantee Fund includes a series of agricultural, technical and
administrative clauses enabling the'Fund, set up by Regulation No. 25, to begin
its work. The first part empowers the Fund gradually to assume responsibility
for refunds on exports to non-member countries and contains provisions on
intervention in the internal market. The second part deals with the improve-
mend of agricultural market structures. Here, provision is made for common
measures in respect of which non-repayable subsidies are to be granted. The third
, part makes provision for the establishment of a Cominittee to advise on all
important questions of concern to the Fund.
The proposal for a regulation on the European Fund for Structural Improve-
ments in Agriculture includes the establishment of a second agricultural Fund.
The object is to enable the Community to help finance improvements.to agri-
cultural structures, particularly at points where farming is lagging behind so
much, socially and economically, that there is a threat to the proper develop-
ment of the common agricultural policy. The Fund will help by granting favour-
able interest rates or extending the period of loans.
Lastly, the proposal, based on Article 209 of the Treaty, for a financial regula-
tion for the two Funds establishes all the financial and budgetary provisions to
ensure their satisfactory operation. In particular, it lays down how the second
Fund is to be financed.
-iAgricultural structure policy
46. The'Commission convened the representatives of the Member States to
the first meetin! of the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures, on 5 and
6 March 1963. This Committee was set up within the Commission by a Council
decision of 4 December 7962 on' the co-ordination of agricultural structure
policies; the decision provides that each Member State shdl send two officials
to work on the Committee.
(t) See Supplement to Bulletin No. 4-63.
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Mr S.!. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission and President of its Agri-
cultural Group, made an introductory statement on the co-ordination of Mem"berStates' agricultural structure policies ind the Cominittee,s future work. He made
special 
.reference to the links between dgricultural structure policy, regional
economic policy and policy on agricultural harkets.
The Committee adopted its standing orders and went on to discuss the outline
ot a. report on agricultural. structure policy. It decided to set up two workingparties, one to examine the commonest -concepts in the field bf agricutturai
structure and the other to deal with the financing of measures to impiov" ugri
cultural structure. The committee will meet agai-n at the end of Maf-- - -q-
Common policy for the markets
New common market organig'fions (
47. In March the council, its working parties and the Special committee forAgriculture continued their examination 6f the commission,s proposals for theinstitution of common organizations covering the rice, ueef un& ,'"ur, ,na auiiiproduce markets.
Beef and ve.al : agreement was reached on the upper and lower limits of the
veal prices " bracket ".
Rice : the commission's staff submitted new supplementary proposals for bring-
ilg_ft? market organization planned croser into'line with ih"'.orron organizi-tton of the cereals markets. The Special Committee decided to instrrict the
working party on rice to examine the Commission's new proposals.
Dairy produce .' starting from the results of discussions in the group of experts
and in the Council and using model calculations, the Commislionk staff haveprepared new plans for the common organization'of the dairy produce markets
andhavesubmittedthemtotheCouncil-'sworkingparties.
,.
Working of the common oJganizations
Cereals market
14. _Tr. large number of products based on cereals covered by Regulation
I{o..19,plustherulesandregu1ations-whicharepotalltheing them necessitate a permanlnt.organization and constant uauptuiibn to"*uri.t
conditions., Council and Commission regulations and decisions sometimes fixtrme-Ilmlts, and this means either publishing further regulations to extend these
or establishing new regulations.
For example, at its session of 20 and 21 March, the council adopted two regula-
tions^proposed by- the commission C), the firstiaying aot"nm.u'rures of derlga-tion from council Regulation No. 55 in respect i,t it 
" 
Ievy on certain kindstf 
,animal-feed (containing molasses- or powderld milk) and ihe second amending 'Regulation No. 55 in respect of the maximum refund to froducers of wheat
starch.
(t) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 49, 27 March 1963.
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;On 1 and 2 April 1963 the Council adopted the regulation allowing a second
deiogation from Article 17 of Council Regulation No. 19 concerning the prior
fixing of the levy on certain products.
The Cereals Management Committee has given favourable opinions on the follow-
ing draft regulations and decisions:
i) Commission Regulation on the ash content of brans (1);
ii) Commission Regulation amending Commission Regulations. Nos. 92 and.97
o, th" incidence of th" grant of refunds on exports (to Member States and to
non-member countries); .,
iii) Commission Regulation extending the validity of Commission Regulation
No. 131 (temporary restriction of the maximum refund.payable on exports to
the Member States 
-on 
certain cereal conversion products);
iv) Commission decision fixing a ceiling for the sum additional to the refund on
rip.iJr of wheat other than dirum, sufplemented by a decision fixing the period
of-validity of this decision at 30 June 1963;
v) Commission decision fixing a sum to be added to the refund payable on
exports of wheaten flour to non-member countries'
Pigmeat and egg and poultry markets
49. On a proposal from the Commission the Council at its session of 20 and
2lMarih ahopied a regulation, applicable from 1 April to-30 June 1963, fixing
l"ri"r on imp6rts frorn-non-m6m66r countries of live and slaughtered pigs (2)'
Aftdr favourable opinions from the relevant Management Committees, the Com-
mission issued the following regulations (3) :
i) Regulation amending Commission Regulation No. 162 on the-adaptation.-and
fixing 5f sluice-gate priJes for live pigs ana pig carcasses (valid from 1 April to
30 June 1963) (3);
ii) Regulation extending Commission Regulation No. 73 and- fixing 
-sluice-gatepii".r iot shelled 
"ggs ioa egg yolks of farmyard 
poultry, {re.sh, dried or other-
iuir" p."t.*ed, sweElened or-noi, for human consumption (valid from 1 April to
30 June 1963);
iii) Regulation adapting and fixing sluice-gate prices for eggs of pou-ltry,.in shell,
u,ia foi |ive and siaufhtered poultry and fixing the levies on trade with non-
."rnU.. countries for eggs of poultry, in shell, for live poultry weighing not
more than 185 grammei anA staughtired poultry (for the period from 1 April
to 30 June 1963).
This means that the levy system, including the sluice-gate prices, can now remain
in force for the above products after 1 April 1963.
The Commission also adopted, after consulting the Management Committees,
a regulation (3) extending until 1 May 1963 the refunds on the products on
o See official gazette of the European Communities, No.37, 18 March 1953.
(z) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 49, 27 March 1963.
$ See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 51, 30 March 1953.
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which-levies-are payable under Regulation No.20 (pigmeat), No. 21 (eggs) and
No. 22 (poultry).
In the pigmeat sector, the commission has submitted to the council the pro-
posals needed for the adoption of a levy system for sausages and preserved pig-
meat products. It has completed the proposals by a drafi fixing ihe sluice-gaLprices for these products but recommending that -such prices bJ fixed only-for
certain important products and a specific ratio established between them ani the
prices of other products. The airn is to reduce the number of sluice-gate prices;
and the recommendation involves a derogation from Articles 7 and g it neguta-
tion No. 20.
At its session on 1 and 2 April, the council postponed ,n,n t lury r 963 the
effective date of the levy system for certain pigmeai products (cuts, freparations
and preserves of meat).
On 13 March 1963 the Commission extended until 30 April 1963 the validity
of its decision of 13 February 1963 on eggs and poultry iuthorizing the Italian
\.n-ut1i9 to cut its levies on eggs importedln shelland on egg prodicts because
of the high prices still prevailing in Ilaly (1). --)'
Following the Commission's decision of 13 Marc! (r) the additional levies fixed by
the Commission since 7 November'1962 for imports of hens and chickens from
non-member countries apply to imports from Denmark. An exception was made
until that date because Denmark undertpok not to authorize any eiport of poultry
at prices below the EEC threshold price. The Danish Government had idvised
the Commission that it could not continue this guarantee.
Vl/ine market l.
50. The Commission has tabled in the Council a proposal for a Council decisionto the effect that France, Italy and the Federal-Republic of Germany shbuld
themselves fix new wine import quotas.. By decision of 4 April tb6z, the
council had fixed quotas for wine from the Member states in 1962 as follows :
Federal 'Republic of Germanf : 1 200 000 hl. (800 000 table wine and
400 000 wine for making champagne) and 150 00o hl. each for France andItaly. The Commission is now proposing that the Council raise these quotas to
1 380 000 hl. for the Federal nepublic of Germany and 300 000 hl., tach forFrlnce and Italy._ Hg*jJ.-r,- this proposal was noi considered by F" c.ouncilat its session of 20 and 21 March. I
Ad.visory Committees
51. The cereals committee held its third meeting on 1g March. , It disiussed
a request from the Commission for an opinion dn problems of the transitionfrom the cereals marketing year 1962/63 to the nixt year and appropriate
action to deal with them.
(t) see official Eaz'rte of the Europ6an communities, No. 44, 20 March 1963.(z) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 41, 15 March 1963.'
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Approximation of laws '
52. At its session.of 1 and 2 April 1963 the Council decided to consult the
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee about the draft Council
directive on the approximation of Member States' laws on preservatives permitted
in food for human consumPtion
Problems of health protection in intra'Community livestock trade
53. On 26 March the European Parliament adopted a resolution approving
with a few amendments the Commission's proposal for a directive on certain
problems of health protection in intra-Community trade in cattle and 
_pigs. T!"
-Parliament 
also hopid that like provisions would be adopted forthwith for trade
with countries outside the Community and for other livestock.
Agricuttural statistics
54. On 18 and 19 March the Agricultural Statistics Committee of the Statistical
Office of the European Communities reviewed the main problems involved in
harmonizing agricuftural statistics in the Community. It also dedt with the
effects on igriiultural statistics of the implementation and further development
of thd common dgricultural policy. In many sectors it was found that greater
efforts to improvfnational statistics were needed if comparability at Community
level was to Le improved.
The shortage of personnei and facilities in more than one Member State as well
as in the SiatistiCal Office itself has meant that the lwork schedule for 1963 has
had to be reshapbd and less important items'dropped. Statistics on agricultural
structure have, hbwever, been given high priority. Member countries have been
asked to say whether they consider a 1965 census of agricultural structure feasible.
Given the scale of such i survey and the many difficulties, it was generally agreed
that no time sholuld be lost in tackling preliminary technical work. The Com-
mittee heard a report on the past year from its seven working parties and
considered their future activities in general terms.
I
I
TRANSPORT
Ihe Council
55. .On 8 Marbh 1963 the Council held its 98th session. It completed its
general discussioh of the Programme of Action on the common transport policy,
which was submitted by the Commission n May L962.
I
' After the various delegations had stated their views and the Commission had
informed the Council that it would' submit proposals by the end of May,
M. Schaus, a Mdmber of the Commission and President of the Transport Group,
gave some advance information on these.
i
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The Council accordingly agreed to meet on 14 June for an initial general discus-
sion of the Commission's proposals, it being understood that this should not
lead to any delay in consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.
Th'b Council then heard u .o.*rni.ation from the Commission on the applica-
bility_ of 
-Regulation No 11 to Rhine transport and on the interpretation ofArticle 23,4 of. the Treaty.
\
The European Parliament
Transport of mineral oil by fiipeline
56. At its sitting of 28 March the European Parliament examinid a report from
M. Rademacher (Germany, Liberal) on the tansport of mineral oil by pipetine
and on problems of competition with conventional methods of transport. After
a lively debate a resolution was adopted calling for regulation of the building of
pipelines in view of their important economic effects, notably on the fuel ecoriomy
and on the EEC's regional structure. The Parliament h6pes that the relevant
regulations will be made part of the general transport policy. 
:
The Commission was invited to submit as early as possible a draft regulation
based on this resolution, and the Parliament called on the Council to take a
decision at the earliest possible date on the Executive's proposal to bring pipelines
under the compulsory prior consultation procedure already in force for conven-
tional transport.
The resolution is given in an annex
Weights and dimensions of road vehicles 
, 
,
57. On 13 and 14 March the working party of G'overnment experts on this
subject again met in Brussels to continue its study of certain additional speci-
fications for commercial road vehicles. Discussion clarified the views of the
Member States on the following technical points : outside projection 
.radius,
overhang and clearance (wheel-jump), qatio between weights of towing vehicle and
tailer, and engine horse-power. The Commission will use the iiformation
obtained to prepare proposals for the Council.
Road frontier crossing
58. The- Franco-Belgian working party of the Committee for the improvement
of road frontier crossing conditions met on 22 March at the frontier post of
Qui€vrain/Qui6vrechain to study how practical control operations and -certain
administrative formalities could be speeded up. It also considered what should
be done to expedite infra-structure projects to facilitate crossing of this frontier.
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Water frontier crossing
I
I59. The Committee for the improvement of crossing conditions at water frontiers,
which was set up by the Commission, met in Brussels on 18 March 1963.
I
The Committee stressed the usefulness of the'measures taken by the Belgian dnd
French authoritied : customs offices now observe the same hours and the gteen
' flag system has 
,been introduced for vessels which have opted for customs
clearance in an internal port. 
:I_
The Committee has also prepared a summary of general customs problems
necessitating ameid-ent of tre laws or regulations in force. It has asked for
this summary to be referred to the Commission's Customs Legislation Committee,
which would consider possible solutions.
I
IRaiI frontier crossing
I
60. The French Government has replied to a note from the, Corrmission
concerning the cdstoms station of Paris - La Chapelle.' It will be recalled that
in this note the Commission referred to the difficulties and delays in customs and
administ'ative formalities at this station, and proposed certain extensions and
improvements. 
I
I
The French Government lists a series of measures, responding 1e 1fos Qs6missiga's
proposals, which ivill be taken to remedy the situation, and adds that the SNCF
' has adopted interim measures pending the completion of the work.
.l
I
Rationalization ot harbour operations
,i
. 61. On 26 dnd 27 March the Sub-Committee on the rationalization of trans-
shipment operatiohs held its first meeting. The Committee is endeavouring to
find ways and means of removing the obstacles to greater productivity in water
transport. It will be particularly watchful that the measures on standard European
vessels do'not conflict with trans-shipment arrangements in harbours, and-that
they dovetail with'other port improvedent measures.
I
I
Implementation
(support)
of Article 79 (elimination of discrimination) and Article 80
The Commission lhas advised the Luxembourg Government that this draft is
broadly compatible with the aim of Regulation No. 11 (abolition of discrimination
in transport iates land conditions).
62. The Luxembourg Government has submifted to the Commission the draft of
a Grand-ducal Regulation pursuant to Article 5 of the draft law on road transport.
l-At a meeting onll4 and 15 March Commission experts and experts from the
Federal Republic 
,of Germany examined a new series of special domestic roadjof i i i l -domestic 
and rail tariffs in'Germany and a number of tariffs applying to transport from
or to seaports.
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Costs
63. The Committee of Government experts which is helping the Commission to
study tansport costs held its fourth meeting in Brussels from 26 to 28 Febru-
ary 1963.
The Committee first considered a proposal from the French delegation for a new
approach to the study of infrastructure costs which would bring out the essential
elements for the definition of a tariff policy in relation with infrastructure.
Examination of the problems raised by the French proposal will require fresh
instructions from the Council. Meanwhile, the Committee has decided to continue
its work on the lines hitherto followed.
The Committee also hammered out a common attitude for the Governments and
the Commission to a d6marche by the railway administrations of the Six
concerning the general approach to infrastructure costs studies and how they
should be organized. The Commission has informed the Governments of the
Committee's proposals on this subject.
Lastly,'the Committee examined how studies on competition between resident
and non-resident carriers in domestic road freight traffic, and on international
river and canal traffic should be organizgd.
The delegations reierved their final positions on these questions, which will be
taken up again at a later meeting.
t'
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT
The Communit5r's relations with the associated African States and Madagascar
The European Parliament
64. On 28 March the European Parliament adopted a resolution on present,
problems of the association, particularly after the postponement of the new
Convention.
The Parliament deplored the delay in signing the Convention, and called on the
Council to forward the text as soon as the date for siping is fixed, without waiting
for the actual signature, so as to help speed up the entry into force of the Con-
'vention and facilitate ratification procedures. The Parliament also urged the
Council to adopt the necessary tide-over measures, in agreement with the Govern-
ments of the associated States, so that the continuity of the Association can be
ensured until the new Convention comes into force.
Extracts from the Resolution,are given in an annex.
The Commission
65. On 12 March the Commission submitted to the Council a note containing
concrete proposals for tide-over arrangements in relations with the associated
States so that the old Convention can be linked up smoothly with the new one.
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iThe Commission's riote deals in particular with tariff arrangements aids to pro-
duction and diversification, loans to stabilization funds, additional resourceJ for
tle Development Fund and for technical co-operation for training cadres. The
Commission has declared itself in favour of bringing forward the implementation
of Article 2 (2) gt the new Convention as regards tariffs (free access to the
Member States for the tropical products mentioned, immediate introduction of
. the common exte'rnal tariff for these products, and reduction of duties to the
agreed level). i .
,t
The Council r't'
' 66. on 20 and 2l March, the council following the decision taken at its
previous session examined the problems involved in the association between the
, community and the African States and Madagascar, on the basis of the work of
the Committee of Permanent Representatives in this field.
It settled all outstanding internal problems, noiably with regard to the agreementsfor the implementation of the association Convi:ntion, aid it gave ils formal
approval to these agreements.
Thus, apart from'constitutional difficulties in one Member State, there are now
,, no further obstacles in the way of the signature of the Convention.
The Council next discussed the interim arrangements pending the entry into
'force of the Convention and adopted the following resolution :
" Te Council, confirming its wish to supplement with interim measures valid
until 3l December 1963 tne transitional ariangements adopted by joint agreement
on 19 December 1962 by the representatives of the Member Stites and of the
associated- States, I h.as at- the present session discussed the proposals on this
subject laid before it and reached general agreement on appropiiate measures.
" For. the present,' subject to the agreement of the associated states, the councilhas invited the Commission to ask the latter to continue submitting their
programmes and jnvestment projects to it and to take all appropriate mEasuresfor carrying out rle studies preparatory to these programmej ind projects.
" It has also authdrized the Commission to use the European Development Fund's
balance and reserves to finance the investment project; submitted 6r to be sub-
mitted by the associated State_s, to grant 200 addilional scholarships and to double
the number of training periods originally agreed.
c Lastly, the gouircil has declared itself ready to consider with the associated
states 
-any -other- interim measures which milht prove necessary, both in thefield of trade and in that of finance. "
The Council has instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to work
out the detailed iriplementation of this decision.
l
Scholarshipsr- training periods and seminars for nationals of the overseas States
I
67. Three short taining sessions were arranged in March :
a) In 
- 
Lu.xembourg, from 13 to 15 March for a group of thirty-three studentsfrom the " Institut des hautes €tudes d'outre-mer,' in paiis; 
,
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D) In Brussels from 18 to 20 March in collaboration with the.Joint Information
Service, for a gtoup of English-speaking students from the Carnegie Foundationj
c) In Brussels from 25 to 27 March for a group of students from the University
of Bordeaux 
r
European Development Fund
SOCIAL PRO]ECTS
68' In March 1963, the Commission approved proposals tb finance the following
social projects :
In the Republic, of Congo (Leopoldville)
Preliminary topographical survey to establish specifications for tenders for the
reconstruction of the road from Boma to Tsheia. This survey will cost about
65 000 units of account.
The road crosses the fertile Nayumbe area, which produces palm oil, palm kernels,
timber, bananas and rubber. ihe road and railway, whrcfi iro roulrrry paralleij
together carry some 200 000 tons of produce and merchandise to ind fiom theport of Boma. , ,' 
.
In.the Republic of Upper Volta
ff,|!,,$fruT, SJj:llti;rua Nationar corege or Adminishation and rvrurti:
The estimated cost is 1 155 000 u.a.
The college, which has been working in temporary premises for three years, is
a centre for the recruitment, training, furthei rainin! and specialization of civil'servants.
In the Republic of Ivory Coast
A project for work 
-necessary for the establishment of the 1964-70 generaleconomic and social development plan.
-The expected cost is about 97 000 u.a.
In the Federal Republic of Curn"rio,
Hydrogeological surveys.and geophysical prospecting in part of North cameroon.
Qirn$r sqrvgy! of th9 other northern legions 'i,iu ue-tinaiced at tt" iun1" iiro" uythe French Aid and Co-operation Fund.-
1!: prl of the costs met by the European Development Fund .rouri, to about920 000 u.a. , . ,
These-surveys are imperative in order to remedy the acute water shortage in thispart of Cameroon.
4t
IIn the Republic of Chad
I
Part rebuilding, extension and fitting out of Fort-Archambault hospital. The
number of beds will be increased from 290 to 419.t1
The cost is estimhted at aboud 1 458 000 u.a. ' \
I
Fort-Archambault is the main town of the Moyen-Chari Prefecture and its
hospital serves 400 000 people.
I
IIn the Central African RePublic
Construction and equipment of a school of stockbreeding at Bouar, for the
training of veterinarynurses, veterinary assistants and stockbreeding assistants for,
the national Stockbreeding Service. A minimum of 35 veterinary nurses are
needed at once. ;
The project is eipected to cost about 300 000 u.a'
I
In the nepriUtic of Congo (Brazzaville)
Surveys for building.a road'between Mossendjo and Nyanga which will laterjoin the Dolisie-Gabon road.
I
The surveys are bxpected to cost about 182 000 u.a.
The Nyanga-Mossendjo road, which will later join the Dolisie-Gabon road, will
remedy the isolation of the people living between the two towns and make it
possible to exploit the forest through which it runs, since 
_$e railways 9T .then
6e used to carry timber from this area to the somewhat distant port of Pointe-
In the Maldgasy Republic
I
The first stage of a general drainage system for waste water in the town of Tana-
narive. The cost of the work is estimated at 527 000 u.a.
At present Tananarive's drainage system consists solely of rainwater channels
which take the effluent of septic tanks. There are few of these latter for the
town's 25 000 dwellings and buildings, most of which have only undrained
cesspools. The ]situation is particularly bad in the lowJying areas into which
flows the sewage from the upper part of the town.
I
1In the French Republic for the departments of Martinique
and Guadelbupe r
Hydrologicat, .gJroro.i", pedological, topographical, civil engineering and socio-
economic surveys for the reclaiming of about 8 000 hectares of swamp.
I
The surveys are bxpected to cost aboat243 300 u.a.
In the West lndies the extreme ,t 
--tug" of arable land, which is becoming ever
more acute because of population prbssure, makei it imperative to develop all
uncultivated or under-cultivated holdings. /
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OPERATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FI.JI\D
Financing approved at 31 March 1963
(in thousand units of account)
Number of projects I Amount
tl 676
4 844
2 593
19 113
20 427
43 535
12417 '
2636
r4 819
33 043
I 255
15 944
12 866
4 399
2 005
25 948
50 651
30242
4 622
12336 '
24 630
I 560
2 474
5 328
3 545
34 606
24 956
13 408
5 132
402784
4
4
2
6
4 760
7 458
2 125
9 583
322 436 240
Congo (Leopoldville)
Rwanda
Burundi
l
Algeria (incl. Sahara)
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Comoro Islands
Congo (Brazzaville)
Ivory Coast
French Somaliland
Dahomey
Gabon
Guadeloupe
French Guiana
Upper Volta
Madagascar I
Mali
Martinique
Mauritania
' Niger
New Caledonia
Polynesia t
R6union
Saint-Pierre-et-Miquelon
Senegal \
Chad
Togo
Group of States
,I
Somalia
New Guinea ,
Surinam
112l,ot,t_
Totat I gr
9
24
t9
6
l4
18
2
t7
13
4
1
11
36
22
3
9
5
5
I
4
1
t9
17
t7
2
Total
Grand total
Country oi territory
281
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I
ECONOMIC PROTECTS
I
69. In the samd month the Commission noted the decision of the Government
of Congo (Leopoldville) to cut the economic project for agricultural improvement
in Leopoldville province (R CBl08/59). Only the prospecting of the western
areas will now be carried out. The original cost of the project has therefore
been reduced from roughly 1 340 000 u.-a. to about 500 ObO'u.a.
i
This modification is linked with the approval by the Council of a new and bigger
scheme 
.(RC,/rc1/63) better adapted to present conditions in these areas.
,,,
NEW ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE EXECUTION OF PROTECTS
FINANCED BY,THE F\]ND
I
70. Acting on what it has learnt from discussions in 1962 within the Community
and in various international organizations on the question of " tied " aid, the
Commission has decided that for 1963 it may allow nationals of non-member
countries to participate in certain projects financed by the European Develop
ment Fund.
Hitherto, invitations to tender for labour or supply contracts have been oy'en
to individuals or firms having the nationality of an EEC member or associated
country. The Commission's decision considerably widens the field.
l
On the principle that experimenting in this field must be gradual, the Commission
proposes to limit its decision in the first stage to countries co-operating with it on
a permanent basis in development aid either under special agreementi or in joint
bodies. Before a call for tender is issudd, the Commission, after consulting the
associated State cbncerned, will consider the possibility of awarding EDF con[acts
to nationals of non-member countries.
I
I
DEVELOPMENT AID
i
..tl
The nevelopment Aid committee's annual review of the EEC,s financial
co-operation activities
i71, The EEC Commission has submitted to the OECD's Development Aid
committee (DAC), of which it is a full member, its annual report on financial
co-operation with developing countries in 1962. The report dLah mainly with
the Community's development aid to the associated overseas countries and some
special problems of the association with Greece.
The report shows that the Fund worked smoothly io 7962. Files for 108 invest-
ment and survey priljects were established. Total of loan commitments were
178 960 000 u.a. compared with about 163 million u.a. in 1961. The volume
of aid in 1962 thus increased appreciably.
The same trend is revealed by a comparison of actual expenditure n 1962 and
1961; about 53 million u.a. agair'lst 15.7 million u.a.
4
Commitments written directly into the Commpnity's budget, to pay for seminars,
training courses, and scholarships for African " cadres " (Chapter IX, Article 92),
totalled 1524000 u.a., all of which was spent. In 1961, expenditure had been
less : 792 400 u.a. in commitrnents and 810 731 u.a. in actual outlay. Under
Articles 170 and 171 of Chapter XVII, which cover experts'fees, travelling
expenses, etc., and other administrative costs connected with the European
Development Fund, commitments totalled 542.000 u.a. (as against 144 450
in 1961), whereas real expenditure was 4I2000 u.a. (as against 351 831 in 1961).
In addition to an account of aid schemes and policies in 1962, the report appraises
the methods adopted to gauge the effectiveness of aid granted, and assesses
procedures for supervising its proper use and the execution of the projects financed.
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lll. Institutions and organs
A. THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT I
The European Parliament met in plenary session from 25 to 29 March 1963,
M. Gaetano Martino presiding. By general assent the Parliament re-elected
M. Gaetano Martino President and Madame Strobel, M. Blaisse, M. Duvieusart,
M. Fohrmann, M. Furler, M. Rubinacci, M. Vanrullen and M. Vendroux vice-
presidents.. The members of the Committees and the rapporteurs for the Reports
submitted by the Executives were also appointed.
The Parliament had debated the Community's negotiations with the United King-
dom at its last session and, with the commission's report available, the Houie
turned once more to this subject, which was also in many speakers' minds later
when the EEC's external trade policy was debated following a repoft from the
External rrade committee of the Parliament. Another important debate, on a
report from the Economic and Financial Committee, covered the internal economic
situation of the Community and the outlook for 1963.
The three debates are summarized below and notes are then given, in chrono-
Iogical order, of the other items on the agenda. where appropiiate,'reference is
made to chapters in this Bulletin dealing with matters discussed by the Parlidment
i
The political debatb on the negotiations with the United Kingdom 
;
M. Hallstein's presentation, on 27 March, of the Commission's report oir the
state- of 
_the negotiations with the United Kingdom at the time of theii suspension
o-n- 29 January 1963 O provided the occasion for a comprehensive political
debate on the Community's internal situation and external relations and- on the
political relance of the building of Europe. .
The interruption ol the negotiations'and problenis ol commercial policy
Generally speaking, the members welcomed the report submitted by the com-
mjqst-o1.- They reserved particular praise for the objectivity and prudence with
which it had been prepared.
M. MeEger (Sociaiist, 
_Germany) rbstated the objections of the Socialist group tothe French attitude. It was wrong to imagine that there had been no -hope of
reaching agreement. The negotiations should be resumed and in any case contacts
with,Great Britain should be maintained.
M. Fayat, Belgian Deputy Foreign Minister, recalled that five member Govern-
ments and the Government of the United Kingdom had skted that they saw no
reason for breaking off the talks on the accession of Great Britain. Noihing had
(t) See this Bulletin, Edit., page 5.
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happened to invalidate this view but little,would be achieved if the political will
was lacking. M. Fayat, like other speakers, felt that there was no alternative to
the accession of Great Britain. The Community's development must not slow
down, for the existence of the Community was essential to Europe, of which it
was the hard core toward which other countries could gravitate. M. Maurice Faure
(Liberal, France) proposed that an arrangement similar to tle current Association
Agreement between the ECSC and the United Kingdom should be divised for
the EEC's relations with the United Kingdom.
M. Furler (Christian Democrat, Germany), speaking on behalf of his group,
stressed the need for Britain as a member' of the Community. In the present
situation of flux, practical down-to-earth solutions were needed. He hoped that
the future would see fruidul negotiations on the expansion of the Community.
M. Vendroux (Independent, France) felt that the Commission's report seemed to
acknowledge implicitly if not explicitly that in its broad outline the French
attitude was well founded. In his view the report showed that it might have been
seriously detrimental to the interests of the Community if, in carrying on the
negotiations, the negotiators had abandoned the solutions proposed by the Six
and not accepted by Great Britain.
M. Dehousse (Socialist, Belgium) considered that the reason for the intemrption
of the negotiations was to be found mainly in the context of defence. Citing the
Bad Godesberg declaration of heads of State or Government of 18 July 1961,
he claimed that the Parliament was competent to discuss these problems, par-
ticularly in so far as they affected the Community's activities.
Other speakers, notably M. Fayat and M. MeEger, were concerned as to what
action would be taken on the membership or association applications submitted
by othtlr European countries. They hoped that the negotiations with these
countries would make good progress.
Certain members alluded to the coming negotiations under GATT. M: Furler
felt that the Trade Expansion Act was the only proposal for the future likely to
reduce the difference at present dividing the various States. Along with other
speakers, he believed that on this terrain the Community must pursue an outward
looking policy. I
The continuation ol Community action.
Various speakers 
- 
among them M. Fayat, M. Furler and M. paurc 
- 
felt that
the interruption of the negotiations with Great Britain had engendered an atno-
sphere of crisis in the Community which was a threat to its 
-development. They
all emphasized that this crisis would have to be quickly resolved if the Com-
munity was to recover its old drive and dynamism.
Certain speakers said that in foreign policy the Community should continue to
work towards the objectives fixed by the Treaty.
Others, including M. Furler and M. Metzger, stressed that the Convention with
African States and Madagascar must not be jeopardized.
M. Boscary-Monsservin (Liberal, France), M. de Lipkowski (Independent, France),
M. Faure and M. Rossi (Liberal, France) felt strongly that the internal develop-
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ment of the Community should not be undermined. Although a larger Community
. 
seemed necessary, said M. de LipkowSki, it should not water down the community
spirit and hamper internal progress. He believed that the Community should not
be enlarged until it was consolidated, and it was a moot point whether at the
present stage the Community's achievements had in fact been sufficiently
consolidated
M. Boscary-Monsservin urged tlie need to go ahead with implementation of the
common agricultural policy.
Political " relance".
Most speakers felt that the movement ior the unification of Europe needed to be
given.fresh impetus.
M. Metzger, M. Van Dijk (Liberal, Netherlands), M. Battista (Christian Democrat,
Italy), M. Granzotto Basso (Socialist, Italy) and others emphasized the importance
of strengthening the Community's internal structure. In this coiltection they
recalled the need to set up a single executive with increased powers. A stronger
Parliament elected by universal adult suffrage was vital. M. Rossi and
M. Dehousse said that the political groups might, should it prove necessary,
sponsor in their national Parliaments proposals for the direct election in their
own countries of representatives to the Parliament. M. Dehousse observed that
there was nothing in the Treaties to prevent any member country from deciding
to elect its representatives by universal adult suffrage, even if the others did not
follow suit. M. Terrenoire (Independent, France) declared, " a priori we are not
afraid of our Parliament being elected by universal adult sufftage ". He considered
that this should not be a precondition for the resumption of political talks, but
one of the organic factors in the political union which must be brought about.
In particular he hoped to see a resumption of the political negotiations which had
been interrupted since the Conference of heads of State or Government on
77 April 1962.
Referring to political developments in Europe, certain speakers mentioned the
Franco-German treaty of. 22 January. M. de Lipkowski held the view that this
treaty was open to all the Member States and that it was in no way desiped to
enable the French and German Governments to force their opinions in Community
affairs on the other members.
, M.rFurler said that the Franco-Germad agreement must not bar the road to the
Community's future progress and he felt that they should wait to see how the
agreement was implemented before passing judgment. M. Metzger, M. Van Dijk,
M. Granzotto Basso and M. Dehousse, on the other hand, expressed dissatisfaction
with the treaty : they felt, in particular, that it trespassed on fields for which the
. 
Community was competent.
Lastly, several speakers affirmed that political union in Europe should be realized
through a supranational Community based on equality of righs among the MemberStates. 
t
At the end of this debate (29 March 1963) the Parliament adopted unanimously
a resolution moved by M. Illerhaus (Christian Democrat, Germany), M. Birkel-
bach (Socialist, Germany) and M. Pleven (Liberal, France). The group of U.N.R.
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members did not join the Liberals in tabling this resolution, in which the Par-
liament reaffirms its position on British membership of the community 'and
stresses the need to press Jorward the work of attaining the objectives of the
Treaty. (The text is given in an annex.)
The debate on the common commercial poticy
on 27 March 1963 the Parliament debated the community's commercial policy
towards non-member countries and on applications for mem6ership or association.{ r.enort 9l thig subje-ct had been.presented by_M. Blaisse'(christian Democrat,Netherlands), who had also submitted to the House a suppiement written sincd
the interruption of the negotiations with Great Britain
In presenting his report, M. Blaisse expressed the hope that the multilateral tariff
negotiations Ygula- facilitate the Six's economic relations with the United Kingdompending.the latter's accession; he felt that the Community must settle the-main
lines of its commercial relations with non-member countriei, and particularly with
the united states. AlthougL the Arerica! Government wai phniing the n6gotia-
tions on the basis of the Trade Fxpansion Act, which showed a-fairly tlberal
attitude towards trade, it must make certain concessions in the field of imports :
here the system of " negative lists " must be abandoned. M. Blaisse thought that
the volume of trade with State trading countries might well be stepped up-and he
asked M. Rey for further details of what the Commission thouehiiould'be donein this direction. He approved of the open nature bi tne co-nvention with theAfrican States and Madagascar, but .wai concerned about the delays over its
signature.
The debate covered three main questions : the accession or association of non-
member countries, the "_Kennedy round " and the renewal of the agreement with
the Associated African States and Madagascar
After-expressing.tleir disappointment over the failure of the Brussels negotiations,M. weinkamm (christian Democrat, Germany), M. Kreyssig (socialist, -cermanyj
"qq ,M. Rey said that the community musr remain open io''all those countriliwhich could acce-pt_the Tr:aties. They hoped for rapid progress in the present
conversations with Israel, Turkey, Austria, etc.
The forthcoming multilateral negotiations in con:rection with the Trade ExpaisionAct attracted the attention of several speakers. M..Kreyssig and M. ftadoux(socialist, Belgium) hoped that the_poweis of the commission -would be strength-
ened and that the Community would be able to present a strong and unified fiontin what was Iikely to be a fairly tough round of iegotiations. -
M. Radoux felt thai the Trade Expansion Act could be considered as one of the
fruits of the community's success. American policy could'not be considered as
atte-mpting to - "-torpedo " the common Marliet : it had been supporting the
unification and the strengthening of Europe for fifteen years.
,..B", told the House that the commission had studied carefully the variousproblems raised by-the Trade Expansion Act and particularly the problem of
i4cluding farm produce in the negotiations. . The Membei slates had not yei
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/officially decided whether the Community would participate or not. 'A d""isioo
was expected at the Council's May session
The Commission was making active preparation for the negotiations, which, he
said, were no more hazardous for the Community than the Dillon round had been.
If the common external tariff were lowered this would cost France and Italy,
which have higher national tariffs, a greater effort than it would Germany and the
Benelux countries. The latter would escape all or part of the burden they would
otherwise have had to assume in adapting themselves to the common tariff.
On the question of policy towards the developing countries, M. Radoux raised
the question of relations with the English-speaking countries of Africa : after the
failure of the Brussels negotiations it would be more difficult for the Community
to find a solution to the problems which might arise in connection with the African
countries.
M. Pedini (Christian Democrat, Italy) discussed the need to strengthen the bonds
uniting the Six before the Community embarked on difficult negotiations with the
United States, and he underlined the importance of working out a common policy
towards the developing countries.
M. Rey recalled the suggestions with regard to the developing countries which
the Commission had made to the Council in its Action Programme, and also the
plans for technical assistance to the countries of Latin America.
After explanations of vote by M. Weinkamm on behalf of the Christian Democrat
group and by M. Kreyssig on behalf of the Socialist gtoup, the Parliament adoPted
the resolution submitted !y M, Blaisse for the External Trade Committee. Thetext,of this resolution is given in an annex.
The debate on the economic situation of the Community in 1962 andthe outlook
for 1963
At its session of. 26 March, the Parliament discussed the economic situation in
the Community and the outlook for 1963 following a report from M. Dichgans
(Christian Democrat, Germany), itself based on the report M. Marjolin, Vice-
President of the Commission, had submitted to the House on 4 February Q.
The debate centred on the upward price trend and the consequences of all kinds
which the development of this trend might have for the Community countries.
The upward price trend. The rapporteur felt that a concerted price and wage
policy must be followed to avoid a " creeping " devaluation of ttre currencies; he
noted that so far no Government had responded to the Commission's recommenda-
tion that a start be made on preparing the institutignal arrangements needed to
cope with a recession. M. Marjolin, however, was able to give an assurance on
this point: several Governments had in fact given a pledge that they would reply
to the recommendation. M. Marjolin added that it was essential that the Govern-
ments intensify their efforts to stem the rising price trend : if these did not yield
(t) See Bulletin No. 3-63, Chap. II.
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isubstantial results, the Governments of the Community would find themselves
obliged to adopt restrictive measurds of a general nature the effect of which would
bb to slow down economic expansion. On this point M. Marjolin agreed with
M. Armengaud (Liberal, France) that continued expansion without inflation could
not be achieved without co-ordinating the economic development of the member
countries.
,1
other members raised certain problems connected with the upward price trend.
M. van campen (christian Democrat, Netherlands) and M. Leemani (christian
Democrat, Belgium) were concerned about. the upward movement of the price-
wage spiral and the inflationary tendencies'which had led to social disturbances
in certain countries. The stability of the international monetary order must be
ehsured. M. van campen called ior the right measures to curb ?ising prices (foi
eiample, advance reduition of intra-Comminity customs tariffs, harm-onization of
tdx legislation, etc.), for expansion of trade aird for close co-operation between
the Central Banks.
i
Mme. Elsner (socialist, Germany) mentioned the need to study the effects of
piices and wages on the economy as a whole and particularly on the purchasing
power of workers. on this point M. Marjolin explained that it was not easy to
say at present, whether price increases were at the root of demands for hilher
wages or whether it was the other way round. However, iertain price incre-ases
were certainly independent (particularly those for services and, in certain countries,
food price increases) and they were leading in their turn to further wage increases.
The Commission, said M. Marjolin, had put in hand a thorough sludy of theproblem. :
I
other questions. A number of Members took the floor to eipress their agreement
ylth_ I\_{. Marjolin's report as a whole and with the comhents subm'itted byM. Dichgans. At the same time they raised certain problems connected with thL
economic development of the Community.
!.eplying to questions raised, M. Marjolin said, in response to remarks made byMme. Elsner, that the collapse of the negotiations between the EEC and the
United Kingdom did not seem to have had unfavourable effects on business in
the community and that there was no reason for the community to adopt a
rbstrictive attitude in its commercial policy. M. Leemans and M. Armengaua
Itlying raised the problem of imports of American capital into Europe, M. Mar-jolin said that in principle there was no case for a general limitation on these
imports although certain problems might arise in particular fields.
I
on the problem of international monetary order raised by M. van campen,
M. Marjolin reminded the House that the Monetary committee was busy studying
the problem; he hoped that effective co-operation with the United Stat6s ana thE
United Kingdom might be organized in this field. In this connection he drew
the attention of Members to the EEC Commission's proposals 
- 
set out in its 
,Action Programme 
- 
for strengthening monetary co-operation between the
member countfles. \
Replying to M. Burgbacher (chiistian Democrat, Germany), who had discussed
thg coming negotiations in connection with the Tradq Expansion Act and
em-phasized 
_the need to establish a common and objective definition of dumpingbefore the community went-into the negotiations, M. Marjolin gave an assurance
5l
that the Commission would attempt to define the concept and would do all in its -
i5wer to make negotiations a success.
M. Van Campen on behalf of the Christian Democrat gouP and Mme. Eldner on
behalf of the Socialist group having explained the voting of their respective ,
groups, the Parliament then adopted unanimously the draft resolUtion proposed
by iG Economic and Financial Committee. Cfhe text is given in an annex')
Other items on the agenda
Sitting of 25 March. M. Fischbach presented a report on procedurefor examining
the General Reports from the European Communities'
The Parliament adopted a resolution establishing transitional procedure for its .
examination of the Eleventh General Report on the ECSC's activities and the
Sixth General Reports from the EEC and the EAEC.
Sitting'of26 March. M. Graziosi presented a rePort on the bommission's proposal
to the Council for a directive concerning certain problems of public health control
in intra-Community trade in pigs and cattle.
A resolution was adopted on the subject (see Chap. II, sec. 53).
There was also a debate arising from M. Van Campen's report on the pioposal'
rryhich the Commission had su6mitted to the Council concerning a directive for'
the liberalization of transfers arising from invisible transactions not connected with ,
the movement of goods, services, capital or Persons'
The Parliament adopted a resolution approving the draft as it stood.
Sitting ol 28 March. A debate was opened with a rePort from M. Thorn on the
problems raised by the present situation in connection with the association of the
African States and Madagascar and in particular by the posponement of the
signing of the new Convention. A resolution was adopted (see Chap. I, sec. 64).
M. Briot opened a debate with a report on a regulation concerning leftain price
measures wnich must be applied for the cereal marketing season 1963/64 and
for subsequent seasons. A -resolution embodying the Parliament's opiniori wes "
adopted (see Chap. II, sec. 44).
A debate on the transportation of mineral oils by pipeline followed the prdsenta-
tion by M. Rademacher of a report on pipelines. The resolution attached to the
r"pori was adopted after amendments proposed by M. Toubeau 3nd M. Faller'
had been accepted (see Chap. II, sec. 56).
M. Troclet moved a resolution on the social security of seasonal workers. The
resolution was adopted (see Chap. II, sec. 37).
'M. Pdtre's report on the Commission's account of the social situation in the
Community in 1961 was debated, and here too a resolution was adopted (see
extracts in annex).
A debate on the Commission's proposal to the Cfrncil for a regulation and a
directive on the free movement of workers within the Community was opened
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with a report from M. Rubinacci and closed with the adoption of a resolution
(see Chap. II, see 38).
il
Sitting ol 29 March. M. Vredeling presented a report on the re-organiTation of
the sulphur industry in Sicily; after a debate, a resolution on the subject was
adopted (see Chap. II, sec. 16).
A report, arising out of a fact-finding mission to Southern Italy, in the course of
, which several Members visited Sardinia, was presented by M. Charpentier. The
rtiport, which had been jointly prepaied bf M. Legendre, M. Richards and
M. Kriedemann, Ied to a debate in the Parliament.
I
The Parliament also discussed M. Van Dijk's report on the Community's draft
supplementary estimates for the financial year 1963, on which the Council, in
accordance with Article 203 of the Treaty, 
.had asked for an opinion. After
expressing its appreciation of the spirit of mutual support in the Community
manifest in the draft, the Parliament gave its approval without amendment.
Finally, the Parliament approved the EEC's contribution of one and a half million
dollars for the campaign against the epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease in the
Middle East.
The session of the European Parliament was then adjourned until 13 May 1963.
B. THE COdNCIL
98th session (8 March 1963) 
- 
Transport
:
'The 98th session of the Council, on transport matters, was held on 8 March 1963
with M. Pierre Gr6goire, Luxembourg Minister of Transport, in the chair.
The Council concluded its general exchange of views on the action programme
for the commoir transport policy submitted to it by the Commission in May 7962
(see Chapter II, sec. 55). 
"
99th'session (20 and 2L March 1963) 
- 
Agriculture
.The,99th session, on agricultural matters, was held on 20 and2l March 1963'
with M. Emile Schaus, Luxembourg Minister of Agriculture, in the chair.
The decisions faken at this meeting are reported in Chapter I[, sec. 43-52.
100th session (1 and 2 April 7963)
The 100th session was held on 1 and 2 April 1963. M. Eugene Schaus, Luxem-
bourg Minister of Foreign Affairs, presided.
,The session was attended by both Foreign Ministers and Ministers of Agriculture.
By far the most important sitting took place on Tuesday 2 April, when nineteen
Ministers, four State Secretaries and all the members of the Commission were
'present. , I
The Council began by celebrating its 100th session.
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The President, M. Eugene Schaus, recalled the efforts made and the difficulties
overcome in the course of these hundred meetings and emphasized that the
Council's achievements, some of which were very important, had only been
possible thanks to the perseverance, goodwill and constructive and positive attitude
of all concerned.
He paid tribute to the Commission for the enormous amount of work it had
accomplished in all fields during the past five years, work which had facilitated the
Council's decisions and made possible the Communiry's progress since 1958. He
was gratified by the close and fruidul co-operation which had existed between the
two institutions since their inception and expressed his confidence that the
objectives in the Treaty of Rome would be fully attained.
Speaking for himself and for the Commission, President Hallstein said that for
the Community to reach its present position barely five years from its inception
these hundred Council sessions had meant a gleat deal of hard work and unfailing
devotion on the part of all concerned.
He too found great pleasure in the cordial and constructive relations between the
Council and the Commission and was sure, now the economic integration of
Europe was far advanced, that the future could be viewed with confidence.
Political debate
One of the highlights of the session was a speech by M. Schroeder (t), Minister
of Foreign Affairs in the Federal Republic of Germany, who had himself requested
that the dgenda include a political debate on the Community.
The background to the debate was provided by the relance which the European
Parliament had set in motion at its last two meetings, and by the views expressed
by M. Hallstein on behalf of the Commission when presenting to the Parliament
the report on the negotiations with Great Britain f).
M. Schroeder made a searching examination of the Community's present situation
followed by an urgent appeal for further economic integration among the Six
and for the maintenance of outward-looking relations with non-member countries.
After the difficulties resulting from the suspension of the talks on British accession,
the Community had to take a new grip on itself and establish a balance between
its internal consolidation and the development of its external relations. Under the
first heading, it must in particular finalize its common agricultural policy; under
the second, the negotiations on the application of the Trade Expansion Act were
'of cardinal importance. M. Schroeder also suggested that the idea of prior condi-
tions should give way to synchronized implementation of Community policy. Here
he stressed the need to balance the advantages and drawbacks of Community
decisions fairly and to develop the integration process harmoniously by advancing
on parallel lines in the various fields of common policy 
- 
commercial, fiscal,
(t) Published in full
regierung ", No. 62, 4
(2) Extracts from .M.
in the " Bulletin
April 1961. ' t
Hallstein's 
' 
speech
des Presse- und Informationsamtes der Bundes-
, ,l l
are given' at the beginning of this Bulletin, I
il
I
agicultural or other. Turning to the questions to be setfled in 1963, the German
Minister asked the delegations to agree on a programme of work for the coming
six months. With Great Britain he recommended not bilateral talks, but multi-
lateral contacts either between the Six and the British or in an ad hoc Cdmmittee
of WEU. He also advocated early signature of the Association Convention with
the African States and Madagascar, with provisional arrangements meanwhile.
On Community institutions M. Schroeder argued in favour of merging the three
Executives and conferring wider powers upon the European Parliament, which
he hoped would later be elected by universal suffrage.
The other delegations then expressed their views. Apart from a few slight
divergences, reactions were on the whole very favourable. M. Colombo (Italy),
M. Spaak (Belgium) and M. Luns (Netherlands) unhesitatingly expressed agree-
ment in principle. M. Couve de Murville (France) also stated that M. Schroeder's
proposals were interesting but stressed the need to finalize the agricultural policy
before opening the Kennedy negotiations.
The Council agreed to instruct the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
draft, in conjunction with the Commission, a working programme for the current
year.
Texts approved
The Council formally approved the following texts in the Community languages :
i) Regulation on the social security of frontier workers O;
ii) Regulation supplementing Article 40 of Regulation No. 3 and Article 68 of
Regulation No. 4 (allowances in respect of families of workers sent abroad by
their employers) C);
iii) Decision on the general principles of a vocational training policy Q;
iv) Directive on freedom of establishment on farms that have been derelict or
uncultivated for more than two years O;
v) Directive on freedom of establishment in agriculture for nationals of a Member
State who have been in regular employment as paid agricultural workers in another
Member State for two years (1).
Study of outstanding agricultural questiotts
The exchange of views on the general political situation, in which the Ministers
of Agriculture took part, proved helpful in the study of the agricultural questions
on the agenda. The discussions are reported here above.
The Council did not reach any important decision of substance but drew up a
detailed programme of work for the next two months. The next sessions on
agriculture will take place on 20, 2l and, if necessary, 22 May and on 18, 19
and 20 June. The subjects discussed will include the approximation of cereal
prices and the fixing of target prices for the next marketing seabon. Between the
sessions the Special Committee will hold three important meetings.
-----T- :r r. rl ,
(t) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 62, 20 April 1963.
(z) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 63, 20 April,1963.
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Other Council business
The Council reviewed all the problems arising in connection with the Association
between the Community and the 18 African States and Madagascar and settled
those pending on the internal plane (see Chap. II, sec. 66).
In the field of external relations the Council continued the study of matters
relating to the negotiations with Turkey (see Chap. II, sec. 2) and empowered
the Commission to continue trade talks with Israel and kan. It also considered
the case of Austria, whose Government has expressed its desire to negotiate with
EEQ notwithstanding. the interruption of the negotiations with Great Britain.
Acting under Article 25 (1) of the Treaty, the Council granted tariff quotas for
1963 to several Member States (see Chap. II, sec. 19).
The Council completed the tariff negotiations which had remained in abeyance
after the conclusion of the general protocol of the 1960/61 GATT Tariff
Conference (see Chap. II, sec. 5).
At this session the representatives of the member Governments decided to renew,
on a temporary basis, and up to the closing date of 31 December 1965, the
previous offer of a 2O Vo accross-the-board reduction in the duties under the
common external tariff (see Chap. II, sec. 3).
C. THE COTJRT OF JUSTICE
Judgement in consolidated cases 28r 29 and 3O/62 (Netherlands firms v. the
Netherlands Revenue Department) 
:
On 27 March 1963 the Court of Justice gave judgement in consolidated cases 28,
29 and 30/62, in which the Tariefcommissie, the Netherlands Supreme Admin-
istrative Tribunal, had applied to the Court for interlocutory.rulings in its dispute
with certain Netherlands firms (1).
The applicants had asked the Court whether Article 12 of the Treaty, introducing
a customs standstill between the Member States, was directly effective in member
countries and, if so, whether the Netherlands Revenue Department had not
unlawfully increased the import duties on products purchased by the applicants.
On 5 February last the Court had ruled on identical questions raised in a similar
case (Case 26/62) O.
The'Commission contended that by virtue of the judgement cited the applications
in these three cases had become nugatory.' This, argument was not enthely
accepted. The Court agreed that, although national courts from whose decisions
no appeal lay in domestic law 
- 
and therefore the Tariefcommissie 
- 
were
obliged by the second paragraph of Article L77 to refer to it any question of
interpretation raised before them, the authority of a previous interpretation by
(t) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 63, 20 April 1963.
(z) See Bulletin No. 4-62, Chap. IV and official gazette of 4 March 1963.
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the court could remove the.gr.ound for such.o_bligation. This was true, in par-
ticular, when the question ,uii.d t"as substantially li.oti.uf *iti one on which aninterlocutory pling hqd already been given in an analogous case. But it was
equally true that by the second paragraph of Article 771 nafional courts could
always refer poiqts of interpretation tci the Court at their discretion. The Court
was therefore obliged to give a ruling on the present applications.
On the substance the Court found that the questions of interpretation arising in
ttrese cases were identical to those alr'eady seitled uy judgemJnt 26/62 and "that
no new factor had emerged. As was to be expected,- th; court simply reterrea
the Tariefcommissie to the.judgerne-nt cited, stating thai there were no'grounds for
,any 
new interpretation of Article 12. \
D. TIIE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The-2lth meeting of the Economic and Social Committee was held in Brussels
orr 27 and 28 March 1963, under the chairmanship of M. Emile Roche.
The Committee rendered opinions on, three subjects :
1. Opinion on draft of lirst directive concerning cinematography 0.
This opinion, requested by the council on 24 July 1962, was adopted by theCommittee unanimously
2. Opinion on dralt directive detailing transitional measures relating to self-
employment in wholesale trade and in occupatirins serving trade ani industry(intermediaries) (Articles 54 and 63) (r).
This^opinion, requested by-the council on 27 February 1963, was adopted by
the Committee nem. con. with two abstentions.
3 Opinion on tlralt directive for the iiberatization ol translers relating to invisible
transactions not connected with the movement oy gooit, servicei, capital orpersons.
This opinion, which had been requested by the council on 21 December 1962,
was adopted by the Committee unanimously. In it the Committee recommendi
ttrat for the kind of transfer dealt with in the directive, the Governments should
qse th9 method of general licences in preference to individual licences and that
they- should avoid unnecellary checks,',i1 the same time cutting down compulsory
notification, even where this is purely for statistical purposes.
4. Opinion on the common commerc'ial poticy.
The commission had consulted the committee on 2g November 1962 on thepoints dealt with in the " Action_Programme on the common commercial poticy "(adopted by the council on 25 September 1962) O, and in the chaiter tn
(t) See Chap. II, sec. 25.
(z) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 90, 5 october 1962.
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fiansport in the Commission's Memorandum on the Community's Action Pro-
gramme for the second stage.
In its opinion, adopted unanimously, the Committee stresses the need to embark
without- further delay on the common commercial policy, and even to carry it
through at a faster tempo than customs disarmament.
After examining the various aspects of the common commercial policy and
making a numblr of comments and suggestions, the Committee proposes that in
view of the complexity of the work an ad hoc committee should be set up to
decide on the meisurei needed to implement the Commission's directives, certain
points being referred, however, to the Commission or the Council. The Com-
mittee also requests that because of the highly technical nature of the matters
involved, arran-gements should be made for obtaining the views of industry and
.ommer"e and -of interested sections of the public. This might be done tfuough
the Economic and Social Committee and through trade associations active at
Community level.
The committee decided to hold its next meeting on24 and 25 April 1963.
i. run MoNETARY coMMITTEE
The Monetary Committee held its 48th meeting on 19 and 20 Maich under the
chairmanship of M. E. van LenneP.
Continuing its periodic survey of the member countries' financial and monetary
situations, it considered the situation in France.
On the bisis of a draft prepared by the deputies, the Committee also discussed in
detail its fifth annual rePort.
tl'. r.
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ANNEXES
Resolution on the proposals concerning the free movement of workers lvithin
, the Community
The European Parliantent,
I...1
^Srresses the need to foster the free move_
ment of frontier and seasonal workers;
Considers, with a view to social progress
and to the rationalization of thi iom-
munity's Regulations and Directives, that
the Commission and the Council of Minis-
tgrs should endeavour to incorporate in the
General Regulation and the Diiective underpreparation the provisions of the forth-
coming Regulations and Directives con-
cerning the free movement of frontier and -
seasonal workers;
The European Parliatnent,
t...I
I
Recalls that it has on several occasions
stressed the need to achieve the aims set
out in the Treaty concerning the improve-
ment of. living standards, particularly for
the farming population, whoie income-com-pares unfavourably with that of workersin other sectors;
Voices the concern of the farming com-
munity at the proposals of the EEe Com-
mission, which may in the short term leadto changes in the formation of farm
, 
incomes and in the longer term to changes
rn farm structures themselves;
IT
Recognizes the need to begin without delay
the process of gradually aligning the targetprices for cereals during the transition
period;
t...1
Considers that if the future price level
adversely affects the income of certain
farmers, the latter should be assured of a rfair income by the oieration of the com-
Resolution.o.- !h"- proposal_ !rf- I regulation concerning cereal pricesapplicable from the 1963/64 marketing season inwards
Calls the attention of the Community
authorities to the need to make free move-
ment one of the bases of a rational and
co-ordinated development policy and laysparticular stress on measuies tb be tak6n
with regard to_ housing, vocational training
and the standardization of qualificationi
and in the vital social services sector;
Considers that the revival of the less
developed Community areas will provide a
lasting solution to the serious social prob-
lems which now cause the migration of
Iabour and hopes that workers wi-il in mov-ing have real freedom of choice;
t...1
mon agricultural policy as a whole and inparticular by the granting of Communitv
subsidies on a regional basis;
Invites the EEC Commission to make pro-
posals to this effect on the basis of Finan-
cial, Regulation No. 25;
Recalls that the close links between theprice of feed grains and the price of con-
version products means that if the price
of feed grains is changed the amount oi the
'levies on conversion products must be re-
vised correspondingly;
III
Appreciates that it is difficult for the Com-
munity authorities to devise immediately
the practical measures to be taken in the
coming years in order to arrive at a Com-
munity price for the various cereals;
Considers that the Community authorities
will need to decide, in a second phase
beginning I September 1963, as to the suc-
ceeding stages in an approximation ofprices, which will depend both on the
economic trend and on the outcome of thefirst implementing measures, the Parlia-
ment being in any event consulted,
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Resolution on the cunent problems of associatioi and in particular
on the postponement o[ the signature of the new Convention
The European Parliament,
t...1
Urges the Council of Ministers of the
European Economic Comounity
i) to fix at its next session a final date
for the signature of the new Association
Convention;
ii) to submit the text of the new Conven-
tion to the Parliament as sootr as the date
is fixed, and in advance of si8nature, so
as to hasterr the entry into force of the
Convention and to facilitate ratification
piocedure;
iii) to adopt at the seme session the neces-
sary traositional measures by agreement
with the Governments of the associated
States so as to ensure continuity of the
Association until the entry into force of
the new Convention;
Considers that, as recommended in the
The European Parliament,
Seized of. the EEC Commission's report on
the state of the negotiations with the United
Kingdom, and having heard its President's
statement;
Conlirms its desire to see Great Britain
and other countries join the European
Communities, provided that their,accession
does not prejudice the integration process
nor undermine the substantive rules 'or
institutional structures of the Tieaties of
Rome and of Paris;
Considers that notwithstanding the serious
difficulties arising from the interruption of
the negotiations the Community must fulfil
all the obligations laid upon it by the
Treaty, both as regards action in the eco-
nomic and social spheres and as regards
relations with non-member countries;
Considers accordingly that :
i) The establishment of a customs union
and an economic union must be pursued
along the lines laid down in the EEC Com-
mission Memorandum oo the Action Pro-
gramme for the Second Stage 
- 
aD essen-
.tial instrument for a European order;
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report of its appropriate Committee, these
measures should coosist of
t...1
ii) the provision of additionat funds for
the EEC Commission so that technical
asSistance can be continued after 1 July
1963:'
iii) the free entry into the Community of
certaiD tropical products originating in the
associated Staies, the application of the
reduced common external tariff to these
products and measures to assist the mar-
keting of other agricultural products fro(r
the associated States as from, 1963; t'
Requests its Bureau to organize, by agree-
ment with the Committee on Cooperation
with the Developing Countries, a meeting
with delegates of the Parliaments of the
associated States before the June 1963
session of the European Parliament so ds
to avoid any break in parliamentary co-
operation.
ii) A contribution must at the same time]
be made to the harmonious development of
world trade and the attainment of the other
objectives set forth in Article 110 of the'
EEC Treaty, io particular by opening tariff
and trade negotiatioDs on the basis of the
United States proposals in order to pre
mote an AtlaDtic partnership on equal
terms; and adequate powers must be cotr-
ferred upon the EEC Commission to con-
duct these negotiations effedtively;
Realfirms its conviction that this pro-
gramme can only be carried out by the
creation of a United States of Europe, a
supranational and democratic community
based on the equality of Member States'
rights with its own institutions independent
of the governments;
Instnrcts its competent Committee to pur-
sue their examination of the cotrstructive
elements io the report on the state of the
negotiations with the United Kingdom aad
to consider any other concrete proposals
made in the light of this Resolution;
tJrges the Executives of the Communities.
to leave nothing undone to ensure the
attainment of the objectives contained in
this Resolution.
Resolution on the state of the negotiations with the United Kingdonl
Resolution on the EEC's common commercial policy towards non.member
countries and on applications for membership- or association submittedby European counhies
The European Parliament, 
,
t...1
,I
In regard to procedure
,1. Regrets that the Council of Ministersdid not await the European Parliament's
opinion before taking iti decision on rhe
basis of the EEC Commission's Second
Memorandum, and hopes that in future the
European Parliament will be consulted ingood time on all rneasures of commercial
policy the EEC Commission and the Coun-
cil propose to take;
2. Coniders that the *orklog out of a
common commerciat policy cannot be held
bver until the end of the transition period,
since the functioning of the Commufuty as
an economic union may be impaired ifthe framing qf internal policy is not
.accompanied by a common attitude of the
EEC countries io regard to non-member
countries; 
. 
)
, In regaid to the obJectives
ol the common commercial pollcy
3. Approves the objectives of commercialpolicy proposed by the EEC Commission
in its Second Memorandum and in its Ac-
' tion Programme, it being understood that
the common commercial policy must be a
liberal policy , qimed not only at the re-
, 
.moval of existing obstacles but also at the
€rpansion of trade between the Community
and the. outside world; wherein the object
must be to strike a balance between the
. Community's interest and any conflicting
interests of non-member countries;
In regard to relations between the Com-
)munity and the United States of America
4. llelcomes the initi'ative taken. by the
United States of America almed at a sub-
,stantiat linear reduction 
- 
thanks to the
Trade Expansion Act 
- 
in the customs
'tariffs of the Udted States and of the
EEC;
5. .Srresses that this substantial tariff re-duction and the elimination of other
obstacles to trade between the Udted States
'and the EEC will afford a firm foundation
on which to build an Atlantic partnership;
6. Considers ihat to function smoothly a
partnership so, broadly based and so im-
portant for the free world needs not only
the reduction or bven complete elimination
of tariffs but also the introduction of a
number of common rules so as to remedy
or prevent distortions of competition and
cousequent disturbances of the market;
7. Recalls its resolution of. 26 lune 1962(officiat gazette,25 luly 1962) on the needto strengthen the EEC Commission's ne-gotiating powers so rhat it may negotiate
on equal terms with the American delega-tion; !
fn regard to relations between
the Communis and state.hading countries
8. ,Srresses the complex and,' from thepolitical angle, extremely delicate nature of
relations between the EEC and the state-
trading countries, in particular the coun-
tries of the East European bloc;
9. Approves the European Commis5ig6',
inteDtion to further the harmonious expan-
sion of trade rtith these countries, for which
purpose the Community must, however,
possess the necessary means of countering
atry attempts at dumping by these countriea
or other measures disturbing the market;
In regard to relations between the
Community and the developing countries
10. Recalls apd confirms its decisions
urging the Member States to fix, by agree-
ment with the Associated States and
without further delay or fresh conditions,
the date and place for the signing of the
new Association Convention;
11. Considers that the EEC would befailing in its purpose if its commercial
policy were not at the same time designed
to promote the economic advancement ofthe under_developed countries of Africa,
Asia and Latin America;
12. Hopes that the EEC Commission and
Council will bear in mind the suggestions
made in the report, namely:
i) The stabilization of 'conrmodity prices;'
ii) Reduction of duties on tropical products
such as coffee, tea, cocoa, tobaico and
sugar without iircrease in consumer taxes;
iii) The widening of quotas for goods from
the developing countries;
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iv) The broadening of export credit insur-
ance and of aid for the financing of imports
necessary to these countries;
v) Community participation in and finan-
cial aid for the " Alliance for Progress "
in order to speed up the economic develop-
ment of the Latin-American Continent;
13. Urges the EEC Commission and the
Council to work out without delay a true
development policy not limited to the States
associated with the Community but ap-
plying also to the unassociated developing
countries whether in Africa, Asia or Latin
America:
Considers that a Community development
policy should, in addition to financial aid,
include concrete measures in the context
of the common commercial policy to assist
the developing countries; it would be
illogical to help these countries to increase
and diversify their production and at the
same time hinder the entry of their pro'
ducts into the Common Market;
In regard to the Community's relations
with low-cost countries
14. Calls lor the early preparation of ajoint list of sensitive products and the
adoption of common rules with a view to
the application in certain circumstances of
Resolution concerning the EEC
on the economic situation in the EEC in
a Community safeguard clause. These two
measures should replace the safeguard
practices followed so far by the Member
States separately, and steps should be taken
to see that the new measures, when applied,
are a help and not a hindrance to inter-
national trade.
In regard to application
for association or membership
15. Urges that negotiations with the United
Kingdom and with Denmark, Ireland and
Norway with a view to their joining the
European Communities should be rpsumed
as soon as possible.
76. Hopes that rapid progress will be made
in negotiations with countries applying for
association or the conclusion of a special
agreement, iu particular Austria, Turkey
and Israel, which have long since submitted
applications.
17. Hopes that in the course of these
negotiations the neutral countries will
acquire a sufficient understanding of
integration problems to realize that very
grave difficulties are attached to the crea-
tion of a simple free trade area and that
even a customs union, unless backed by
common policies in certaio sectors 
- 
par-
ticularly commercial policy, is also un-
realistic,
Commission's statement
1962 and on the outlook for 1963
The European Parliament,
Having loken note of the EEC Commis-
sion's survey of the economic situation in
the EEC in 1962 and the outlook for 1963,
and having adopted the report of its Eco-
'nomic and Financial Committee;
Srresses the importance of these reports
from the Executives and the need for their
regular submission each year;
Nores with satisfaction that the EEC Com-
missions's forecasts on the economic trend
in the Community in 1962 proved sub-
stantially correct;
Shares the cautious optimism of the fore-
casts for 1963, although the expected
growth rate of the gross domestic product
is less than that indicated in the Commis-
sion's long-term forecasts;
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Reminds the EEC Commission on this
point that the Parliament had already called
on it last year to state, after consulting the
Member States, what would be the conse-
quences for ttre EEC's economic policy of
the economic expansion envisaged by the
OECD;
Nores with satisfaction that the upward
price trend in the Community has weak-
ened, drawing attention however to certain
contrary developments due to the severe
winter;
Again urges the EEC Commission to study
the specific causes of prices increases and
to report;
Emphasizes that measures to be taken in
the light of these studies are of the highest
importance 'for the maintenance of the
EEC's competitive position;
Supports the EEC Commission in its efforts
to induce the Member States without delavto provide the Community with effective
weapons to ward off recession;
Calls attention to the present Iack of ma-
chinery for conducting-a Community anti-
' The European Porliament,
t...I
Considers that the results obtained. beinsIimited to the social security of miemni
work-ers, to the European Social Funi, tothe free movement of workers and to the
resolution of 30 December 196l adoptedby the Conference of the Member States
og.. e-eua-l pay for men and women, are
still inadequate, and that the Communitv's
record of achievement in the social fieldis not fully satisfactory;
t...1
Cgl$ tol an improvement in the functioning
of the Social Fund and an extension of itI
scope and powers;
Urges 
.that an employment policy and a
retraining policy be pursued throu[hout theCommunity and that a study be made ofthe 
_probable demand for manpower by
numbers and category;
Resolution on social development in the Community in 1961
I
cyclical policy and to the consequent needto stimulate co-ordination inside-the Com-
munity in this field;
Stresses the- impo_rtaDce of a geographical
expansion of the Ccimmon Marliet to ensurefor Europe optimum economic lrowth.
Recommends the early iompletion of the
revision- of Regulation No. [5 (free move_
ment of workers) so as to bring about the
free movement of workers within the Com-
munity as sootr as possible;
Calls for more rapid implementation of
measures for the progressive harmonization
of social. Iegislation and social benefits, andfor application of the equal pay priniipti;
Solemnly realf irms its determination to
develop social policy pari passu with ece
nomlc progress in the Community;
Urges the Executive to follow more closelv
. 
the- activity of both sides of industry in
collectiv-e bargaining, with a view to plan-
ning solutions of a Community charicter
at this stage, and
Hopes to see management and labour asso
ciated more fully in the realization of a
European social policy.
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A. Items concerning the activities
publisheil in the official gazette
15 March and 20 April 1963
PUBLICATIONS OF THE ET]ROPEAI\ ECONOMIC COMMT.'NITY
European Economic CommunitY
European Communities between
of the
o[ the
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Written questions and rePlies
N" 157 de M. Kalbitzer I la Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Tarifs portuaires des chemios de fer (No. 157 by M' Kalbitzer
to the EEC Qemmi55ien. Subject: H'arbour dues imposed by
railways)
N" 158 de M. Pedini I ta Qsmmission de la CEE' Objet: Les
investissements du F'E.D' en Nouvelle4uin6e (No. 158 by
M. Pedini to the EEC Commission' Subject:,EDF hvestment
in New Guinea)
N" 160 de M. Pedini I ta Qsmmi5sion de Ia CEE. Objet: Tra-
duction en langue anglAise de documents de la CEE relatifs aux
pays en voie de d6veloppement (No. 160 by M. Pedini to the EEC
Commission. Subject: Translation into English of EEC docu'
ments concerning the developing countries)
No 161 de M. Pedini tr la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Finao-
cement du F.E.D. en faveur de I'ancien Congo belge (No' 161 by
M. Pedini to 
.the EEC Commission. Subiect: EDF finance for
the former Belgian Congo)
N" 162 de MM. Graziosi, Battistini, Braccesi, Carbooi, Carcas-
sonne, Ferrari, Carlato, M" Gennai Tonietti, MM. Marenghi,
Pediai et Sabatini l la Commission de ta CEE. Objet: Organi-
sation commune du march6 du riz (No. 162 by M. Graziosi,
M. Braccesi, M, Carboni, M. Carcassonne, M' Feirari, M. Carlato,
M" Gennai Tooietti, M. Mareughi, M. Pedini and M' Sabatiui
to the EEC Comoission. Subject: Common organi'ation of the
rice market)
N" 164 de M. Pedini I la Commission de la CEil. OUjet: Rela-
tions de la Commission de la CEE avec les organisations inter-
africaines de co-op€ration 6conomiq'ue et douanilre (No. 164 by
M. Pedini to the EEC Commission. Subject: Relations between
the EEC Commission and inter-African organizations for economic
and customs co-oPeration)
N" 165 de M. De Block I la Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Importation de plomb et de zinc dans la Communaut6 (No' 165
by M. De Block to the EF,C Commission. Subject: Importation
of lead and zinc into the Community)
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No. 47 p. 957/63
No. 47 p. 958/63
No. 47 p. 959/63
No. 47 p. 959/63
No. 47 p. 961/63
No. 47 p. 962/63
No. 47 p. 9.63/63
N" 166 de M. Sabatini I la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Taxe
I I'importation sur les r6frig6rateurs italiens (No. 166 by M. Saba-
tini to the EEC Commission. Subject: Duties on imported Italian
refrigerators)
N" 167 de M. Sabatini i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: prix
minima pour les importations de fruits (No. 167 by M. Sabatini
to the EEC,Commission. Subject: Minimum prices for imported
fruit)
N" 168 de M. De Block I la Commission de Ia CEE. Objet:
Rapports entre la CEE et les pays de I'Am6rique latine (No. 16g
by M. De Block to the EEC Commission. Subject: The EEC
and Latin America)
N" l7l de M. Pleven I la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Inves-
tissements am6ricains dans les six pays de la Communaut6 (No. 17l
by M. Pleven to the EEC Commission. Subject: American
investment in the six Community countries)
N" 173 de M. Miiller-Hermann l la Commission de la CEE.
Objet: Importation et r6glementalion du marcb6 commun des
agrumes, des fruits et des l6gumes (No. 173 by M. Miiller-
Hermann to the EEC Commission. Subject: Imports of citrus
fruits, fruit and vegetables and regulation of markets)
N" 174 de M. Pedini i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Etude
du 'prolongement de la ligne de chemin de fer du Dahomey vers
le Niger (No. 174 by M. Pedini to the EEC Commission. Subject:
Study concerning the extension of the Dahomey railway towards
the Niger)
N' 176 de M. Mi.iller-Hermann ir la Cominission de 'la CEE.
Objet: Taxe compensatoire correspondant i Ia taxe sur le chiffre
d'affaires pergue i I'importation de laines peign6es dans Ia r6pu-
blique f6d6rale d'Allemagne (No. 176 by M. Miiller-Hermann to
the EEC Commission. Subject : Countervailing charge correspond-
ing to turnover tax on worsted yarn imported into the Federal
Republic'of Germany)
N' 177 de M. Vredeling i Ia Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Projet de rEglement concernant la s6curit6 sociale des travailleurs
saisonniers (No. 177 by M. Vredeling to the EEC Commission.
Subject: Draft regulation on the social security of seasonal
workers),
N" 178 de M. Mtller-Hermann tr Ia Commission de la CEE.
Objet : Suites i donner au rapport du Comit6 fiscal et financier
de Ia Commission de la CEE (No. 178 by M. Miiller-Hermann
to the EEC Commission. Subject: Action stemming from the
report of the EEC Commission's Fiscal and Financial Committee)
N" 179 de M. De Block I la Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Echange de jeunes travailleurs (No. 179 by M. De Block to the
EEC Commission. Subject : Exchange of young workers)
i
No. 47 p. 964/63
No. ''47 p. 964/ 63
No. '47 p. 96s/63
No. 48 p. 974/63
No. 48 p. 980/63
t
No. 48 p. 981/63
No. 58 p. 1213/63
No. 58 p. 1215/63
No. 58 p. 1216/63
No. 58 p. 1217/63
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N" 163 de MM. Weinkamm, Schuijt, Dehousse, Dichgans, Fisch-
bach, Kreyssig, Li.icker, Margulies, Philipp, Starke, Storch et Vals
au Conseil de la CEE, au Conseil de la CEEA et au Conseil
sp€cial de ministres de la CECA' Objet: Election directe du
Parlement europ,6en (No. 163 by M. Weinkamm, M' Schuijt'
M. Dehousse, M. Dichgans, M. Fischbach, M' Kreyssig, M' Liicker,
M. Margulies, trl. pUipp, M. Starke, M. Storch and M' Vals
to the EEC Council, the EAEC Council and the ECSC Special
Council of Ministers)
N" 169 dc M. Vals au Conseil de la CEE et'au Conseil de la
CEEA. Objet: Charges financiEres de Ia conf6rence intergouver-
nementale pour I'adh6sion de la Grande-Bretagne (No' 169 by
M. Vals to the EEC Council and the EAEC Council' Subject:
Costs of the negotiations with the United Kingdom)
N' 180 de'M" Strobel d la Commission de la CEE' Objet:
Comparaison des d6penses consacr6es a I'agriculture daos les
diff6rents pays (No. I80 by M-' Strobel to the EEC Commission'
Subject: Comparison of expenditure on agriculture in the different
countries)
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
REglement L' 22/63 de Ia Commission du 13 mars 1963 modi-
fiant, en ce qui concerne le r6gime sp6cial accord6 au Danemark,
le rEglement n" 135 de la Commission relatif I la fixation d'un
montant suppl6mentaire pour les importations de poules et de.
poulets abattus, en provenance de pays tiers (Commission
Regulation No. 22/63 of 13 March 1963 amending Commission
Regulation No. 135 on the fixing of a surcharge on imports of
slaughtered hens and chickens from non-member countries with
respect to the special arrangements made for Denmark)
Riglement f 23/63 du Conseil, du 2l mars 1963, pr6voyant en
ce qui concerne le pr6lEvement applicable I certaines catEgories
d'aliments pour animaux des mesures d6rogatoires au riglement
n' 55 du Conseil (Council Regulation No. 23163 of 2l March 1963
providing for measures derogating from Council Regulation No' 55
with respect to the levy applicable to certain kinds of animal'feed)
Rdglement n" 24/63 du Conseil, du 21 mars 1963, modifiant Ie
rdglement n" 55 du Conseil en ce qui concenie le montant maxi-
mum de la restitution I la production pour les amidons de bl6
tendre (Council Regulation No. 24/63 of 21 March 1963 amend- '
ing Council Regulation No' 55 with respect to the maximum
refund to producers of wheat starch)
ffi
No. 63 p. 1333/63
No. 63 p. 1334/63
No. 63 p. 1334/61
I
No. 41 p. 690/63
No. 49 p. 986/,63
No. 49 p. 987/63
\
RBglement n' 25/63 du Conseil, du 21 mars 1963, relatif aux
pr6lBvements applicables envers Ies pays tiers pour les importa-
tions de porc abattu et de porc vivant effectu6es du l"' avril
au 30 juin 1963 (Council Regulation No. 25163 of 2l March 1963
conceming levies applicable vis-I-vis non-member countries on
live'pigs and pig carcasses imported bet*een 1 April and
30 June 1963)
Rdglement n" 26/23 de la Commission du 28 mars 1963 portant .
adaptation et fixation des prix d'6cluse applicables aux poics
vivants et abattus pour les importations effectudes entre le
l"' avril et Ie 30 juin 1963 (Commission Regulation No. 26163
' of. 28 March 1963 adjusting and fixing the sluice-gate prices
applicable to live pigs and pig carcasses imported between I April
and 30 June 1963)
REglement n" 27/63 de la Commission du 25 mars 1963 proro-
geant la dur6e de validit6 du rdglement no 111 de Ia Commission
(Commission Regulation No. 27/63 of 25 March extending the
validity of Commission Regulation No. 111)
, Rdglement n" 28/63 de la Commission du 27 mars 1963 portint
prorogation de Ia dur6e de validit6 du rEglement n. 73 de Ia
No. 49 p. 989/6;
No. 51 p. 1057/63
No. 5l p. 1059/63
No. 51 p. 1050/63
No. 5l p. 106l/63
No. 57 p. 
'1209/63
Commission et fixation des prix d'6cluse applicables aux ceufs
d6pourvus de leurs coquilles et Ies jaunes d'ceufs de volaille de
basse-cour, propres i des usages alimentaires, frais, conserv€s,
s6ch6s ou sucr6s, du 1"'avril au 30 juin 1963 (Commission
Regulation No. 28163 of. 27 March 1963 extendirg the validity
of Commission Regulation No. 73 and fixing the sluice-gate
prices applicable from I April to 30 June 1963 to shelled eggs
and yolks of farmyard poultry, fresh, dried or otherwise pre-
sewed, sweetened or not, for human consumption)
,
REglement n" 29/63 de la Commission du 26 mars 1963 portant
adaptation et fixation des prix d'6cluse pour les ceufs de volaille
en coquitle et les volailles vivantes et abittues et fixation du
montant des pr6ldvements envers Ies pays tiers pour les eufs de
volaille en coquille, les volailles vivantes d'un poids n'exc6dant
pas 185 grammes et les volailles abattuis, pour la periode du
l" avril au 30 juin 1963 (Commission Regulation No. 29/63 of.
26 March 1963 adjusting and fixing the sluice-gate prices of
poultry eggs in s-hell and of live and slaugthered poultry and
fixing the amount-of levies on imports from non-member countries
of poultry eggs in shells, live poultry not exceeding 185 grammes
in weight and slaughtered poultry for the period from I April
to 30 lune 1963)
REglement no 30/63 du Conseil du 2 avril 1963 reportant la date
de la mise en application du r6gime des pr6lEvements pour cer-
tains produits du secteur de la viande de porc (Council Regulation
No.30/63 of 2 April 1963 postponing the effective date of the
Ievy system for certain products in the pigmeat sector)
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Rlglemeot n' 3l/63 du Conseil, du 2 avril 1963, portant d6ioga-
tion I I'article 17 du rlglement no 19 du Conseil en ce qui con-
cerne Ia fixation I I'avance du pr€lEvement pour certains pro'
duits (Council Regulation No. 31163 of 2 April 1963 derogating
from Article 17 of Council Regulation No. 19 with respect to
the advance fixing of the levy on certain products)
Riglement n" 32/63 de la Commission, du 9 avril 1963, proro'
geant la dur6e de validit6 du rlglement no l3l de la Commission
limitant provisoirement le montant maximum de' la restitution
applicable aux exportations vers les Etats membres de certains
produits transform€s I base de c6r6ales (Commission Regulation
No. 32163 of 9 Aprit 1963 extending the validity of Commission
Regulation No. 131 provisionally limiting the maximum refund
on exports to Member States of certain processed products derived
from cereals)
REglement f 33/63 de Ia Commission, du l0 avrit 1963, portant
modification du pr6lEvement special et du prix d'6cluse sp€cial
pour les Echines et cous de volaille et unification des prix d'6cluse
pour les parties de toutes les espEces de volailles de basse+our
(Commission Regulation No. 33163 of l0 April 1963 adjusting
the special levy and sluice-gate price for poultry spines and necks
and standardizing the sluice-gate price for parts of all species
of farmyard poultry)
Rdglement n" 34/63 de la Commission, du l0 avril 1963, modi-
fiant les rlglements'no' 92 et 97 de la Commission en ce qui con-
cerne la restitution I I'exportation fix6e I'l'avance (Commission
Regulation No. 34163 of 10 April 1963 amending Commission
Regulations Nos. 92 and 97 as regards the refund on exportation
fixed in advance)
REglement n' 35/63 du Conseil, du 2 avril 1963, compl6tant
I'article 40 du rlglement no 3 et I'article 68 du r0glement no 4
(allocations familiales pour les travailleurs d6tachds) [Council
Regulation No. 35163 of 2 April 1963 amplifying Article 40 of
Regulation No. 3 and Article 68 of Regulation No. 4 (family
allowances for workers sent to another country)l
R0glement n" 36/63 du Conseil, du 2 avril 1963, concernant la
s6curit6 sociale des travailleurs frontaliers (Council Regulation
No. 36163 of 2 April 1963 on the social security of frontier
workers)
COUNCIL
Information
D6cision du Coriseil du 26 f6vrier 1963 portant suspeusion des
droits du tarif douanier commun pour certaios produits alimen-
taires (Council decision of 26 February L963 to suspend the duties
in the common external tariff for certain foodstuffs)
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No. 59 p. 1225/63
No. 59 p. 1227/63
No. 60 p. 1229/63
No. 60 p. 123l/63
No. 62 p. 13lJ/61
I
INo. 62 p. 1314/63'
No. 46 p. 953/63
D6cision du conseil du 8 mars 1963 relative tr une modification
de la d6cision du Conseil du 26 f6vrier 1963 portant suspension
temporaire des droits 'du tarif douanier commun pour certains
produits alimentaires (council decision ol g March 1963 to amend
the Council decision of 26 February 1963 temporarily suspending
'the duties in the common external tariff for certain foodsiuffs)
Budget de la Communaut6 pour I'exercice I963 (Community
budget for the 1963 financial year)
.Directive du Conseil, du 2 avril 1963, fixant les modalit6s de
r6alisation de la libert6 d'6tabrissement dans I'agricurture sur Ie
territoire d'un Etat membre des ressortissants des autres pays dela Communaut6 ayant travail16 en qualit6 de salarids agricoles
dans cet Etat membre pendant deux anndes sans interruption(council directive of 2 Aprit 1963 on freedom of establishment
in agriculture for nationals of a Member State who have worked
as paid agricultural workers in another Member State for an
unbroken period of two years)
,, 
Directive du Conseil, du 2 avril I963, fixant les modalit6s de
rdalisation de la libert6 d'6tabrissement sur les exproitations agri-
coles abandonndes ou incultes depuis plus de deux ans (Council
directive of 2 April 1963 on freedom of establishment on farms
that have been derelict or uncultivated for more than two yean)
Amendement i I'annexe B du rdglement no 3 concernant la s6cu-
rit6 sociale des travailleurs migrants (A-nrendment to schedure B
of Regulation No. 3 on the social security of migrant workers)
Amendement I l'annexe C du rEglement no 3 concernant Ia s6cu_ I
rit6 sociale des travailleurs migrants (Amendment to schedule c
of Regulation No. 3 on the social security of migrant workers)
-'Budget suppl6menraire de Ia CEE pour l,exercice fsll (Supple_
'mentary EEC budget for the 1963 iinancial year)
D6cision du conseir du 2 avril 1963 portant 6tabrissement desprincipes g6n6raux pour Ia mise eu ceuvre d'une politique
commune de formation professionnelle (Council decision of
2 April 1963 establishing generai principres for the imprementation
.' 
" 
*l-"n vocational training'"]l*r,r'o*
Directives and Decisions
D6cision de la Commission autorisant la R6publique italienne tr
adopter une mesure,de sauvegarde en application de I'article 226
du Trait6, en faveur des feuilles et bandes minces en pfomb,
poudres et paillettes de plomb (Commission decision authorizing
the Italian Republic to adopt a safeguard measure in accordance
with Article 226 of. the Treaty for lead foil powders and flakis)
No. 46 p. 954/63
No. 50
No. 62 p. 1323/63
No. 62 p. 1326/63
!
No. OZ p. 1329/63
No. 62 p. 1329/63
,*9. u, p. 1330/63
-*o. 
U, p. 1338/63
No. 43 p. 709/63
'i
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D6cision de la commission autorisant la R6publique italienne l
adopterunemesuredesauvegardeenapplicationdel'article226
du Trait6, en faveur des parties et piEces d6tach6es d'accumula-
teurs electriques au plomb (commission decision authorizing the j
Italian Republic to adopt a safeguard measure in accordance with
Article 226 of. the Treaty for lead spare parts and components
of batteries)
D6cision de la commission autorisant la R6publique italienne tr
adopter une mesure de sauvegarde en application de l'arlicle 226
du Trait6, en faveur des accumulateurs 6lectiiques au plomb
'(Commission decision authorizing the Italian Republic to adopt
a safeguard measure in accordance with Article 226 of the Treaty
for lead batteries)
Decisiod de la commission autorisant la R6publique italienne d
adopter une mesure de sauvegarde en application de l'article 226
du Trait6, en faveur des gazes )r bluter de soie (Commission
decision authorizing the Italian Republic to adopt a safeguard
measure in accordancrir with Article 226 of the Treaty for silk
botting cloths)
,l
D6cision de la commission autorisant la R6publique italieone l
adopter une mesure de sauvegarde en application de I'article 226
dir irait6, en faveur des ars6niates de plomb (Commission decision
authorizing the Italian Republic to adopt a safeguard measure in
accordanci with Article 226 of. the Treaty for lead anenates)
D6cision de la commission autorisani la R6publique italienne i
adopter une mesure de sauvegarde en application de l'anicle 226
du trait6, en faveur du chromate de plomb, du chromate de zinc
et des pignents tr base de chromate de plomb ou 6s zinc (Com-
mission decision authorizing the Italian Republic to adopt a
aafeguard measuFe in accordance with Article 226 of' ttre Treaty
for lead chromate, zinc- chromate and pigments with a lead
'chromate or zinc chromate base).
D6cision de la Commirr,on 
"u,orrrunt 
la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne I diminuer les pr6lEvements pour les produits du
secteur des eufs (Commission decision authorizing the Federal
Republic of Germany to reduce the levies for products in the
egg sector)
D6cision de la Commission modifiant I'annexe de la d6cision de
la Commission en date du 15 octobre 1962 autorisant la R6pu-
blique frangaise i fixer les points de passage en frontiEre ou en
douane ouverts aux importations de fruits et l6gumes en prove-
nance des autres Etats membres (Commission decision amending
the schedule to the Commission decision of 15 October 1962
authorizing the French Republic to fix the frontier'or customs
posts open to imports of fruit and vegetables from other Member
States).
No. 43 p. 7tO/63
Nb. +g p. 7Lt/63
No. 43 p. 712/63
No. 43 p. 713/63
No. 43 p. 715/63
No. 44 p. 717/63
No. 44 p. 719/63
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D6cision de la Commission portant prorogation partiello de l,a
d6cision de la Commis5ion du 12 f|vier 1963 autorisant la,
R6publique italienne i diminuer Ies prdldvements pour les eufs
en coquille destinds i la consommation et pour les produits I
base d'ceufs (Commission decision extending part of the Commis-
sion decision of 12 February 1963 authorizing the Italian Republic
to reduce the levies on shell eggs for direct consumption and on
egg products) \
D6cision de la Commission autorisant la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne ir diff6rer le rapprochement des droits pr6vus dans
son tarif douanier vers ceux du tarif douanier commun en ce qui
concerne les pommes de terre, autres, non d6nomm6es et les
l6gumes I cosse secs (Commission decision authorizing the Federal
Republic of Germany to postpone the approximation of the duties
in its customs tariff for potatoes, other, not specified, and dried
leguminous vegetables, to those of the common customs tariff)
D6cision de la Commission autorisant la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne i adopter, en application de I'article 226 du Trait6,
des mesures de sauvegarde en faveur des mines de plomb et de
zinc (Commission decision authorizing the Federal Republic of
Germany to adopt safeguaid measures in accordance with Artl-
cle 226 of the Treaty for lead and zinc mines)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 14 mars 1963 au b6n6fice
de la rEpublique f6d6rale d'Allemagne portant octroi de contin-
gents tarifaires pour certains produits agricoles (Commission deci-
sion of 14 March 1963 granting tariff quotas to the Federal
Republic of Germany for certain agricultural produce)
D6cision de la Commissione en date du 14 mars au b6n6fice de
la R6publiqu" ttdi"nn" portant octroi de contingents tarifaires
pour certains produits agricoles (Commission decision of
14 March 1963 granting tariff quotas to the Italian Republic for
certain agricultural produce)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 14 mars 1963 au b6n6fice
du royaume de Belgique et du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg por-
tant octroi d'un contingent tarifaire pour le th6, autre que pr6-
sent6 en emballages imm6diats d'un contenu net de 3 kg. ou moins(Commission decision of 14 March 1963 granting a tariff quota
to the Kingdom of Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
for tea other than tea in immediate packings of a net capacity of
3 kg. or less)
D6cision de la;Commission en date du 14 mars 1963 au b6n6-
fice du royaume des Pays-Bas portant octroi d'un contingent tari-
faire pour le th6, autre que pr6sent6 en emballages imm6diats d'un
contenu net de 3 kg. ou moins (Commission decision of
14 March 1963 granting a tariff quota to the Kingdom of the
Netherlands for tea other than tea in immediate packings of a
net capacity of 3 kg. or less)
No. 44 p. 720/63
No. 45 p. 955/63
No. 52 p. 1065/63
No. 53 p. 1077/63
No. 53 p. 1079/63
No. 53 9, 1082/63
./
No. 53 p. 1083/63
7t
D6cisioo de la Commission en date du 20 mars 1963 relative I
I'autorisation accord6e I la R€publique italienne d'adopter des
mesures de sauvegarde pour certains produits du chapitre 50 du
tarif douanier italien (soie et ddchets de soie) (Commission deci-
sion of 20 March 1963 concerning the authorization ganted to
the Italian Republic to adopt. safeguard measures for certain
products in Chapter 50 in the Italian customs tariff 
- 
sitk and
silk waste)
D6cision de Ia Commission du 22 marc 1963 portant autorisation
A Ia/r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne de suspendre la perception
du dioit sur les tomates (Commission decision of 22 March
authorizing the Federal Republic of Germany to suspend the duty
on tomatoes
D6cision de la Commission du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour les oranges
amEres ou bigarades (Commission decision of. 22 Marcb 1961
granting d tarif quota to the Kingdom of the Netherlands for
bitter oranges) '
Ddcision te la Commission du zz'mars 1963 portant octroi d'uo
contingent tarifaire i la rEpublique f6d6rale d'Allemagne pour les
oranges dmdres ou bigarades (Commission decision of 22 March
1963 eranting a tariff quota to the Federal Republic of Germany
for bitter oranges)
D6cision 'd" l" Co-*ission du 22 mars 1963 au b6n6fice de la
rdpubliqu'e fdd6rale d'Allemagne portant octroi d'un contingent
tarifaire I pour , les pa-urplemousses (Commission decision of
22 March 1963 granting a tariff quota to the Federal Republic
of Germany for grapefruit)
I
D6cision jde la Commissioo du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingerit tarifaire au royaume de Belgique et au grand-duch6
de Luxembourg pour certaines espdces de crabes et crevettes
(Commission decision of. 22 March 1963 granting a tariff quota
to the Kingdom of Belgium and tire Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bour! for certain species of crabs and shrimps)
D6cision de la Commission du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire )r la r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne pour
certains vins rouges,naturels de raisins frais, destinds au coupage
(Commission decision of 22 March 1963 granting a tariff quota
to the Fedeial Republic of Germany for cbrtain natural red wines
of fresh grapes for use in blending)
D6cision de la Commission du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingen tarifaire tr la r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne pour le
liBge naturel brut et d6chets,de li0ge et le liEge concass6, graoul6
ou pulv6ris6 (Commission decision of 22 March 1963 graoting a
tariff quota to the Federal Republic of Germany fdr natural cork,
unworked, crushed, granulated or ground, and waste cork)
No. 53 p. 1085/63
No. 60 p. 1213/63
No. 60 p. 1235/63
No. 60 p. 1237/63
No. 50 p. 1238/63
No. 60 p. 1240/63
No. 60 p. 124l/63
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No. 60 p. 1243/63
D6cision de la Commission du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour Ie lilge naturel
brut et d6ches de liEge et le liEge concass6, granul6 ou pulv6ri#
(Commission decision of. 22 March 1963 granting a tariff quota
to the Kingdom of the Netherlands for natural cork, unworked,
crushed, granulated or ground, and waste cork)
Ddcision de Ia Commission du 22 mars 1963 portant octroi d'un
contingbnt tarifaire au royaume de Belgique et au grand-duch6 de
Luxembourg pour Ie lilge naturel brut et d6chets de lilge et Ie
li0ge concassd, granul6 
-et pulv6ris6 (Commission decision of
22 March 1963 granting a tariff quota to the Kingdom of Belgium
and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for natural cork, unworked,
crushed, granulated or ground, and waste cork)
Ddcision de la Commissi6n du 28 mars 1963 relative tr la mise
d jour 'de Ia liste des organismes de droit public, pr6vue par
I'article 18 du rEglement no 9 du Conseil coEcernant le Fonds
social europ6en (Commission decision of 28 March 1963 bringing
up to date the list of bodies under public law provided for in
Article 18 of Council Regulation No. 9 concerning the European
Social Fund)
No. 6o pi. tz+slel
No. 60 p. 1246/61
No. 63 p. 1342/63
No. 53 p. 1087/63
No. 56 p'. ltTl/63
No. 4l p. 692/63
No. 41 p. 693/63
No. 41 p. 694/63
Delegations and missions accredited to the Community
Repr6sentations d'Etats d'outre-mer associ6s (R6publique du
Dahomey, Republique du Rwanda) (Delegations of associated
overseas States 
- 
Republic of Dahomey and Republic of Rwanda)
Missions d'Etats tiers (Islande) (Missions of non-member coun-
tri;s 
- 
Iceland) 
European Development Fund
Signature de trois conventions de financement (entre Ia CEE et
Ie territoire .de Saint-Pierre et Miquelon, entre Ia CEE et la
R6publique du Rwanda, entre la CEE et la R6publique malgache)
(Signature of three financing agreements : between the EEC and t
the Territory of St. Pierre and Miquelon, between the EEC. and
the Republic of Rwanda and between the EEC and the Malagasy
Republic)
Avis d'appel d'offres f 278 lanc6 par la Rdpublique togolaise
(Notice of call for tender No. 278 issued by the Republic of
Togo)
R6sultats des appels d'offres no' 125, l3l, 132, 135, 136 lancEs
par la rdpublique du Dahomey, no 149 lanc6 par Ia r6publique du
Mali, n" 190 lan66 par la rdpublique du Tchad, no 204 lanc6 par
la r6publique du Congo (Brazzaville), n. 209 lanc6 par la Rdpu-
blique malgache (Results of calls for tender Nos. 126, l3t, l1Z,
135 and 136 issued by the Republic of Dahomey, No. 149 issued
by the Republic of Mali, No. 190 issued by the Republic of
Chad, No. 204 issued by the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville) and
No. 209. issued by the Malagasy Republic)
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Compte rendu sur l'6tat d'avancement des opErations du Fonds
arr6t6 i la date du 31 d6cembre 1962 @rogress report of the
Fund at 31 December 1962)
Situation de tr6sorerie du Fonds arr€t6 d la date du 3l d6cem-
ire 7962 (Cash position of the Fund at 31 December 1962)
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 279 lanc6 par la R6publique somalienne
(Notice of call for tender No. 279 issued by the Somali Republic)
Troisidme modificatif i I'appel d'offres n' 243 lanc6 par la r6pu-
blique du S6n6gal (Ihird amendment to call for tender No. 243
issued by the Republic of Senegal)
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 280 lancd par Ia r6publique malgache
(Notice of call for tender No. 280 issued by the Malagasy Repu-
blic).
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 281 lanc6 par la, Rdpublique frangaise
pour le d6partement de la R6union (Notice of call for tender
No. 281 issued by the French Republic for the Department of
R6union) ' l
Avis d'appel d'offres no 282 lanc€ par Ie royaume du Burundi
(Notice of call for tender No. 282 issued by the Kingdom of
Burundi)
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 283 lanc6 par ia r6publique du Tchad
(Notice of call for tender No. 283 issued by the Republic of
Chad)
Investissenlent de caractEre 6conomique dans Ia r6publiquo du
Congo (Ldopoldvitle) 7 r€duction du montant affect6 @conomic
investment in the Republic of Congo (Leopoldville) 
- 
reduction
of sum allocated)
Pr6avis pour un appel d'offres qui sera lanc€ prochainement par
la r6publique f6d6rale du Cameroun pour un projet financ6 con-
jointement par la CEE (FED) et les Etats-Unis [Agency for
International Development) (Preliminary notice of a call for tender
to be issued by the Federal Republic of Cameroon for a project
financed jointly by the EEC (EDF) and the United States (Agency
for International Development)l
R6sultats des appels d'offres no 169 lanc6 par le territoke des
Comores, n" 175 lanc6 par I'AIg6rie, n" 192 lan& par la Mauri-
tanie, no 198 lanc6 par la C6te d'Ivoire, no 207 lanc6 par Ie ter-
ritoire des Comores, no 221 lanc6 par le Gabon, f 22'l lanc6 par
Madagascar (Results of calls for tender No. 169 issued by the
Comoro Archipelago, No. 175 issued by Algeria, No. 192 issued
by Mauritania, No. 198 issued by the Ivory Coast, No. 207 issued
by the,Comoro Archipelago, No. 221 issued by Gabon and No, 227
issued by Madagascar)
No. 44 p. 722/63
No 44 p. 7u/63
No. 44 p. 725/63
No. 44 p. 726/63
No. 47 p. 969/63
No. 48 p. 983/61
No. 49 p. 991/63
No. 52 p. 1072/63
No. 54 p. tll2/63
No. 56 p. 1167/63
No. 56 p. 1168/63
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Avis d'appel d'offres no 284 lanc6 par. la R6publique malgache
(Notice of 'call for tender No. 284 issued by the Malagasy Repu-
blic)
Avis d'appel d'offres n" 285 lanc6 par la R6publique malgache
(Notice of call for tender No. 285 issued by the Malagasy Repu-
blic)
Approbation d'investissements de caractdre social dans les rdpu-
bliques du Congo (I-6opoldville), de Haute-Volta, de C6te-d'Ivoire,
du Cameroun, du Tchad, Ia R6publique Centrafricaine, la r6pu-
blique du Congo (Brazzaville), la R6publique malgache, Ia R6pu-
blique frangaise pour les d6partements de la Guadeloupe et de
la Martinique (Approval of social investments in the Republics of
Congo (Leopoldville), Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Chad,
the Central African Republic, the Republic of Congo (Brazzaville),
t}le Malagasy Republic and the French Republic for the Dephrt-
ments of Guadeloupe and Martinique)
Additif I I'appel d'offres n' 279 lanc6 par la R6publique soma-
Iienne'(Addendum to call for tender No. 179 issued by the Somali
l('iJ,:i:?,- d I'appel d'offres no 283 ranc6 par la r6publique du
Tchad (Amendment to call for tender No. 283 issued by the
Republic of Chad)
No. 58 p. 1219/63
No. 58 p. 122U63
No. 53 p. 1344/63
No. 63 9. 1345/63
No. 63 p. 1346/63
No. 63 p. 1336/63
No. 56 p. 1165/63
EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMI.JNITY
EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
t Information
Avis de concours (Prix des Communaut6s europ6ennes) [Notice of
competitive examination (European Communities Prize)I
Arr6t de ra cour dans res arraires ,",",::itJT:::li ,ruor"..o,
of the court in consolidated actions 
:::::r:"r.^
Recours introduit Ie 20 mars 1963 par Mme Estelle Schmitz,
6pouse Wollast Roland, contre la Communaut6 6conomique euro'
p6enne et 6ventuellement la Commission de Ia Communaut6 6co'
nomique eurolt'enne (affaire 18-63) lAppeal by Mme Estelle
Wollast, n6e Schmitz, against the European Economic Community
and possibly the Commission of ttre European Economic Commu-
l.
No. 54 p. 1089/63
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUMTIES
7s
B. fssues of the agriculturat supplement to the official gazelle containing the
tables appended to the commission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums added
to levies, cif prices for forward purchases and free-at-frontier prices for cereals
Suppl6ment no l0 du 27 mars 1963 (Supplement No. t0 of.27 March 1963)
Suppl6ment no Il du 3 avrit 1963 (Supplement No. 11 of 3 April 1963)
Suppl6ment no 12 du 10 avril 1963 (Supplement No. 12 of 10 April 1963)
Suppldment n" 13 du 17 avril 1963 (Supplement No. 13 of. t7 April 1963)
nnnn-in fl^----ia-,C. Recent publications of the European Economic Communify
805 1
Special publications
The Instruments of Monetary Policy in the Countries of the European Economic
Community.
1962, 268 pp. (French, German, Italian, Dutch, English).
Price: 
€1.9.0; $4; Bfn.200.
Periodical publications
Bulletin des acquisitions. Bibliothdque de la Communaut€ Economique Europ6enne. (List
of recent additions. Library of the European Economic Community). Monthly. Nos. I and
2/ 1963. Free distribution.
THE COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Recueil de Ia jurisprudence de Ia Cou6 Volume VIIL
Prix d'abonnement: Ffrs. 34; Bfrs. 350 [Casebook of the Court, Volume VIII. Subscription :
Ffn. 34; Bfrs. 3501. , i
Fascicule no 4: Arr€ts de la Cour et conclusions des avocats g€n€raux dans: Affaire no 33-59
(Compagnie des hauts fourneaux de Chasse contre Haute Autorit6 de Ia C.E.C.A.). Affaires
jointes no' 46 et 47-59 (Meroni & Co, Milan, contre Haute Autorit6 de la C.E.C.A. (Affaires
jointes no' 2 et 3-62 (Commission de la C.E.E. eontre Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg et
royaume de Belg.ique). Affaires jointes no'5 I ll et 13 d 15-62 (Societtr Industriale Acciaierie
San Michele et 9 autres requ6rantes contre Haute Autorit6 de la C.E.C.A.). Affaires jointes
no' 16 et 17-62 (Conf€d6ration nationale des producteurs de fruits et l6gumes et 3 autres
requ6rantes, soutenues par I'Assembl6e permanente des prdsidents de chambres d'agriculture,
contre Conseit de Ia C.E.E. Affaires jointes no' 19 I 22-62 @€:d6,ration natiooale de la
boucherie en gros et du iommerce en gros des viandes et 3 autres requ6rantes contre
Conseil de Ia C.E.E.). Affaires jointes no' 3l et 33-62 (Milchwerke Heinz Wiihrmznn
& Sohn KG et Alfons Liitticke GmbH contre Commission de la C.E.E.) 
,
[Section 4: Judgments of the Court and conclusions of the advocates-general in: case 35-59
(Compagnie des hauts fourneaux de Chasse v. the.ECSC High Authority, consolidated actions
46 and 47-59 (Meroni & Co., Erba, and Meroni & Co., Milan, v. the ECSC High Authority);
consolidated actions 2 and 3-62 (EEC Commission v. Grand Duchy of Luxembourg aod
Kingdom of Belgium); consolidated actions 5 to 11 and 73 to t5-62 (Societl Industriale
Acciaierie San Michele and 9 other plaintiffs v. the ECSC High Authority); consolidated
actions 16 and 17-62 (National Confederation of producers of fruit and vegetables and three
76
other plaintiffs, supported by the Permanent Assembly of Presidents of Chambers of Agri-
culture, v' the EEC Council); consolidated actions 19 to 22-62 (National Federation of
Wholesale Butchers and of Meat Wholesalers and three other plaintiffs v. the EEC Council;
consolidated actions 3l and 33-62 (Milchwerke Heinz Wiihrmann & Sohn KG and AlfonsLiitticke GmbH v. the EEC Commission)l
D. Publications by the ioint services of the thrce communities
Joint Information Service
Publications by offices in capital cities:
Bonn: Europiiische Gemeinschaft, No. 6, April 1963;
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap, No. 4g, April 1963;
Paris: 
, 
Communaut6 europdenne, 
,No. 4, April 1963;Rome: Comuniti Europea, No. 3, March 1963;Londres: European Community. No. 4, April 1963;
Washington: European Community, No. 6t, March 1963.
' Statistical Office of the European Communities
General Statistical Bulletin. N" 4 - 1963.
Commerce ext6rieur: Statistique' mensuelle (Foreign Trade : Monthly Statistics) No. 4 - 1963.
Commerci ext6rieur: Tableaux analytiques; exportations (Foreign Trade: Analytical Tables,
Exports) lan./ March 1962.
Commerce ext6rieur: Commerce des associ6s d'outre-{ter; exportations (Foreign Trade :
Trade of the Overseas Associated Areas, Exports) Jan./March 1962.
Statistiques industrielles (Industrial statistics) No. 2 - 1963. .
Sid€rurgie (Iron and Steel) No. I - 1963.
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